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Art Theft latest Of Campus Crimes
•

BY ELLA MAY SETH
News Writer

At approximately 1:00 p.m. on
Saturday, September 28, Trinity College
IDP student John Bryan reported to the
Campus Safety office the disappearance

Junior John MuZIaney celebrates his

of one of his photographs on display in
the Mather Art Space. The photograph,
declared as stolen, is one of the eighteen
which composed Bryan's exhibit, "We
Just See Things Differently."
The incidence of art theft on
campus has raised many concerns in the

touchdown during Saturday'

Trinity community during the past week.
For Campus Safety, Mather Hall management, and organizers of the exhibit
one important question is whether or not
the theft was the unfortunate consequence of an inadequate security system.
According
to lirian Kelly,. Diu-dor of Campus
f.ifi'ty, the security
mechanisms
in
pbc e at the time appeared to be sufficient. Following
two prior incidents
of crime, surveillance cameras had
been installed in the
<irt space. Thepresvnce. of these camvi.v>. monitored by
the Mather front
dck, Mr. Kelly had
hoped, would act as
a strong deterrent.
Anne
Gushee, Director of
Mather Hall, described the incident
as the first outright
art theft from
Mather.
Still more
puzzling is the fact

Mark Twain Memorial Comes To Trinity;
Inaugural Exhibition In Watkinson library
• ' B Y JAY AK ASIE
Managing Editor

According to Watkinson Library
Curator Jeffrey H. Kaimowitz, Mark
Twain's life in late 19th century Hartford
was quite different from his childhood in
the Old West. Although Twain was
deeply loved by the Hartford community, they did not always approve of his
Western ways.
Dr. Kaimowitz theorizes thatitwas
Twain's yearning for his boyhood in the
West, in the midst of the genteel society
of late 19th century Hartford, which influenced him to write some of his most
noteworthy works while he was in Connecticut,
Dr. Kaimowitz can tell you more,
but he would probably point you to the
Watkinson Library's latest exhibition and
let it do the talking.
"Mark Twain's Hartford Connections" represents the new relationship
between Trinity's WatkinsonLibrary and
the Mark Twain Memorial Collection,
which was transferred to the College last
spring. The Collection was previously
on deposit at the Nook Farm Research
Library at the Stowe Day Foundation.
"Now that we have the collection
here," said Dr. Kaimowitz, "there are
materials from both the Watkinson and
MarkTwain collections that complement
each other quite well."
Along with Marianne J. Curling,
curator of the Mark Twain Memorial, Dr.
Kaimowitz has designed the exhibition
to look at three aspects of Twain's life in
Hartford: home and family life, business

ventures, and literary endeavors.
classes here at Trinity," she said.
These three categories will highThe deposit of the Memorial Collight some of the distinguished volumes lection at the Watkinson Library will
and manuscripts of both collections. First benefit scholars beyond the college as
editions of Twain's novels, intimate pho- well. The books are being cataloged into
tographs of the Clemens family in Hart- the Connecticut-Trinity-Wesleyan
ford, and even architectural plans of the (CTW) on-line computer system and the
Mark Twain House are among the pieces national On-line Computing Library
of Americana to be exhibited.
Center (OCLC) catalog.
"The collection had been at the
"Arid that's something we could
Nook Farm Library for twenty years," never have done at the Mark Twain
said Ms. Curling, "and we moved it here House," said Ms. Curly. "We are very
for greater visibilr
"Trinity Col-"
~ "
lege under Tom A
Gerety has beenV_
looking for Hartford ."•*"*••
connections on all
sorts of levels, and
we even have Trinity faculty membeit.
who are on the Boai d *
of Trustees of theMark Twain Memo-": 1
rial," she said. Pro- ^^^
fessor of Fine Arts
Alden Gordon and ~g ome o f the Mark Twain first editions on
Professor of English display in the Watkinson Library.
and American Studinterested in having people learn about
ies James Miller serve on the Board,
Ms. Curling also discussed the this through research."
The exhibition will begin on Octoadvantages of the Memorial's new locaber 11, inaugurating the official begintion for Trinity students.
"Inlooking athow AmericanStud- ning of the deposit of the Mark Twain
ies could be expanded, the Mark Twain Memorial at the Watkinson. The
MemcrialPfogramatTrinityCollegewas Watkinson is the College's reference collection specializing in 19th century
developed;" She said.
"We'll co-sponsor symposia and Americana. The collection consists of
the staff of the Memorial will even teach nearly 170,000 bound volumes. $&

that, although precious to the artist, the
photograph has very little monetary
value.
Imploring the guilty party to
return the work, Mr. Bryan stated, "the
photograph has little market value, but
it's very important to me because of the
effort, time, and personal meaning that
went into it."
The reasons for taking the photograph, therefore, remain questionable.
Mr. Bryan speculated, "some say I should
take it as a compliment, but I don't. I
believe that it was done on a whim. Someone saw it, liked it, and took it without
thinking."
Mr. Kelly agreed that the crime
most likely did not occur for reasons of
monetary gain. He stated, "we're hoping that the photograph was taken as a
prank and will be returned."
The relatively low market value
of the work and easy accessibility of
Mather to students leads, most to the
assumption that the act was Committed
by a member of Trinity rather than the
Hartford community. However, Mr.
Kelly warns that, "although there are
mostly students in the area, anyone can
walkin." Whether or not if was the act of
a fellow studentis, according to Mr. Kelly,
"almost impossible to determine."
Mr. Bryan, while favoring the
notion of a student, does not exclude
please mm to page 8

ffil If you call up your friend,
and the message tells you to go
to hell, you just might be the
victim of voice mail tampering,
a new crime on the Trinity campus
.See News, Page 5
\w\ The dialogue about multiculturalism continues as W&N
writer Jay Wise responds to fellow writer Eli Lake. Also, Jay
Barba paints addiction as itreally.is .....See W &N, Page 10
|yl Do you want Vinnie
Scorlione for President? Looking for a bird's eye viewof Hartford? How about a Crow's eye
view?
See Features, Page 15
laEI What could Tibetan Opera,
marching elephants, and
marching Falsettos all possibly
have in common? Are you thoroughly confused?Don't know
where to turn? We've got the
answers for you
See
.Ajjts, Page 17
fflFootball ended the nation's
longest winning streak when
they defeated Williams 30-27,
scoring with one second left on
the clock. Field Hockey annihilated Williams 5-0 and are on
pace for another playoff
bid
See Sports, Page 24
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OPINION
Bring On The Bake Sales

Recognizing The Historical Achievements
Of Women And
Minorities
To the Editor:
self-serving scholarship of white men. Pre-

good time was had by all during a festive Parents' Week
end. It is reassuring that no one noticed the absence of bake
In response to Eli Lake's article, "Multisales, car washes or other fund raisers. Of course, the College Culturalism Will Aid Understanding," Phillip
was on its best behavior in welcoming paternal and maternal influences, Graham writes, "Let's be realistic, wrong as it
but there was no blatant soliciting. Maybe there should have been.
was, white men determined the course of EuThe September 30 issue of U.S. News and World Report featured its ropean and American history. Pretending anyfifth annual listing of America's best colleges and universities (see page thing else serve no one's purpose." By making
8). Trinity was not ranked among the "Top 25 National Liberal Arts these assertions, Graham unwittingly provides
Colleges" for the second consecutive year. Our beloved institution could compelling support for the very multi-cultural
be found, instead, as one of ten of the remaining 115 schools who made requirement favored by Lake. Graham's claim
that white men determined the course of Euroit in to "Quarole One."
This ranking can provoke varied reactions from Trinity faithful. pean and American history is plausible only to
We had several, but puzzlement reigned over others such as outrage, one who is ignorant of the historical achieveinsult, and embarrassment. While we know that such rankings lack any ments and contributions of women and nontrue meaning, we are nevertheless annoyed. We deserve to be recog- white males. Of course, I am not at all surnized as part of the "in crowd," and not as a "wanna-be." Although the prised that Graham and many like him suffer
sponsoring magazine flatters itself with the description of giving "over- fromsuchaprofoundlackofknowledge. After
all rank," we know that one factor, and one factor alone, determines a all, the only conception of history and of what
counts as anhistoricalachievementwhichmost
college's seat at the table. That factor is money.
Of the five attributes used to qualify each school, two (financial people have encountered is the product of the
resources and faculty resources) are directly tied to funds, two (academic
reputation and student selectivity) are indirectly tied, and one (student
satisfaction) is actually immeasurable. Sister schools Williams, Amherst,
and Wesleyan, which all have endowments at least twice as rich as
Trinity's, ranked first, third, and seventh, respectively.
The fact that money is the ultimate determinant is clear when the
To the Editor:
rankings of two other schools, first Occidental College and then Reed
I am writing in response to Phillip
College, are examined. Despite a student satisfaction ranking (based on
retention arid graduation rates) of 92nd out of 140 institutions, the Los Graham's attack on multi-culturalism.
Thomas Jefferson was a brilliant man.
Angeles college checks in at number 24 because it spends $22,318 per
What
he
wrote should be studied for its intellistudent each year, according to the report. This figure is higher than
fourteen of the other fifteen schools ranked 19 through 35. In contrast, gence and profound effect on the nation. If I am
Reed boasts average SAT scores for the class of 1994 which are better than to understand the history of the United States,
25 of the top 35 schools, and 58% of that class were in the top ten percent Jefferson had to be a central character in that
of their high school class (for Trinity, that figure was 41%). Where does history. Jefferson, and a multitude of other
the Oregon school rank? Not even in "Quartile One." Why? Look no white, upper class men deserve attention because they dominated our political and ecofurther than a meager $16,468 per student.
nomic
past.
Trinity's Bulletin says "Through the generosity of its friends, the
But should they dominate our underCollege has an endowment sufficient to give students an education
which costs considerably more than the actual tuition charged." How standing of the past? The fact is, Jefferson does
comforting. What does Williams' equivalent catalogue say about the not represent the vast majority of colonial
people. If I want to understand history at some
money its students pay? "Blow all you want, we'll make more"?
It is probably coincidence, but Trinity's two consecutive years off point I must look for the others. These "others"
the lis t have come following President Gerety's first two years at Trinity. are the men and women who though not as
He is a scholar president; his predecessor, Jim English, was a fund- influential as Jefferson's, are nonetheless sigraising president. Do we want to shift our attention? The intellectual nificant and Valid. By only studying infamous
focus is necessary, as long as we do not neglect that which it takes to "dead white men" I limit my understanding to
a narrow range of experience.
remain intellectually focused. A private college must earn money,
When I decide that a comprehensive unThough we know not to take it too seriously, the magazine ranking
is disturbing, and we should hope to be associated with nothing but the derstanding of history is favorable to a linvbest. If you are looking for a refund, however, you are a little too late, The ited one, Han faced with certain problems.
Bulletin also says that if official withdrawal occurs after the fifth week of Most of Jefferson's writings have been saved
classes, tuition and fees are charged at 100%, Welcome to week six and and from these I can draw conclusions about
who he was, what he stood for and what impact
"an education which costs considerably more" than $23,070. __
he had on the nation. But how do I understand

tending that white men determined the course
of European and American history does serve
some one's purposes, i.e., anyone who wishes
to denigrate the historical importance of
women and minorities. Anyone who wishes
to obtain a complete understanding of how
Western civilization came to its present form
will welcome a corrective to the one sided
accounts of Western history provided in traditional scholarship.
While I am extremely dubious about
the merits of creating yet another curricular
requirement, Graham's letter of response to
Lake makes the notion of a multi-cultural
requirement very attractive indeed.
Sincerely,
Maurice L. Wade
Associate Professor

Multi-culturalism Creates A Greater
Understanding Of Our Past
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his slaves? What texts exist to give me a
picture of slave life in colonial Virginia? They
are texts written by those less educated than
Jefferson. They are written by those who saw
slavery from a slaves's perspective, and tell
that history as a slave would. Is a slave narrative as valuable as the "Notes on the State of
Virginia"? It probably does not have the same
ed uca ted vocabulary or philosophical profundity. It certainly did not have the same impact.
But is it as valuable? If the goal of history is an
understanding of the past, then it is. I should
treasure the few texts that are left as invaluable
glimpses into the significant historieal-experiences that would otherwise be forgotten.
Is multi-culturalism a political tool of
those who want to call attention to their personal heritage? Perhaps, but regardless of
who initiated it and why, multi-culturalism is ,
a necessary part of a much needed academic
revision.
Multi-culturalism is not a perversion of
the curriculum. It is an attempt to include
those previously excluded from historical examination and to find a greater understanding
of our past.
Sincerely,
PeteHodgdon '93

Visiting families were treated to a well-planned weekend of varied
activity. Sporting events, musical performances, lectures, and "Ask the President" were all well-attended. Kudos to all who helped make the weekend a
success. Just one suggestion for coming years: How about "Family Weekend"?
It is very nice to see a new sign adorning Mather Campus Center; one
which is more true to the building's contents.
We wish you all an enjoyable and productive "Reading Week." The
Library and Bookstores will be open regular hours.

The next issue of The Tripod will be published Tuesday, October 29. There
will be a staff meeting at 7 p.m. in the office on Tuesday/October 22. All are
welcome. Special thanks to the Student Life Resource Center for loaning
equipment to The Tripod when our monitor went down.
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'Please note: Letters to The Tripod should be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday proceeding publication the
following Tuesday. They should be typed and signed, or on a Macintosh disk. No unsigned or anonymous letters
will be printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. All letters are the sole
responsibility of the authois and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of this paper. Please limit all letters
to five-hundred words.
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OPINION
Student Support Crucial For The Greek System
To the Editor:
After reading the article on the future
of Greeks in the last issue of the Tripod, my
first inclination was to write an infuriated
letterin response to Cheryl Greenberg'snarrow-mindedness. Instead, I decided to curb
my emotion and try and relay some facts as
well as opinions. I have heard a great deal of
the discussion that has precipitated around
the fraternity issue and hope that this letter is
informative.
I want to let the fraternities know
exactly what is happening this year at Trinity, provide some suggestions on initiatives

wecouldtaketo helpourselves,andencourage intelligent discussion and activity
throughout the Trinity community.
As we know, President Gerety has a
vote in the Spring on whether or not fraternities and sororities should be forced to go
coed. However, the Trustees have a committeeheadedbyDougTansill,thatis scheduled to make an evaluation of fraternities
this March, and decide their future. Therefore, the Trustees decision will probably
supercede any decision by our president.
The Trustee committee willbe doing
a thorough investigation of fraternities,

studying the different pro and con arguments. The members of the committee include both Greeks and non-Greeks and I
believe that they have not arrived at any
preconceived conclusions and will conduct
a fair study.
However, the Trustees do not go to
school here at Trinity anymore. Therefore,
they do not know the day to day activity of
the school. They get capsulated pictures of
what the fraternities do. With this information they must decide whether or not Greek
organizations are in line with the mission of
the college or not.
The information that the Trustees are
getting from the administration and faculty
is very anti-Greek. Prof. Greenberg relayed
faith turn our backs on the problems. Our
most of the information from the Faculty
fear is thatTrinity is going tobecomeacold,
Advisory Committee on Fraternities and
hostile, environment in which the memSororities in (he last Tripod. Thereportofthe
bers of this community only care about . infamous Friday committee between 1988
themselves (to a certain degree, this has ' and 1990 is extremely anti-fraternity as is the
already become an uncaring community).
Project II report from President English in
Wewanttodosomethingaboutthis. Com1983. Most recently we have encountered
munication is the beginning.
the Strategic Planning Board subcommittee
We have created a forum called
on Social life which reported, "Overall rec"Town Meeting," which will meet once a . ommendation: Trinity College should no
month. It is a coalition not yet another
longer recognize and sanction fraternities
committee, whose intent is to serve as a
and sororities. The college should seek to
resourcefor theexjstingorgartizations, The
acquire the fraternity houses and convert
concept spurs community because indir • them for use as housing and alternate social
vidualswithopinionswillcometoreactto , environments or for other purposes as the
controversial issues that the Town Meetadministration and faculty may deem fiting core group has generated, As a memting".
ber of the Trinity Communiry,-your part
It is time for us to show the Trustees,
willbe to attend theTownMeetings and to
the faculty, and the rest of the college comshare your opinions. In addition we espe- , munitythatGreekorganizaa'onsareanintetiaUyurgey6utocontartus,thecoregroup,
gral part of campus life. In the past, we have
with issues that you think are important
not needed to advertise this, yet we are now
and should be addressed in a Town Meetunder the microscope andmust defend ouring. In this w ay. you cnn moke n difference
selves. Asweshowtheschoolwhatwehave
in making Trinity an even butter place by
tobffer,emphasisinpublicityshiftsfrornthe
bringing to light problems whichmiistbe
parties to the community service, the nonjeconciled in our community. Chances
alcoholic events, the sponsored lectures, and
are. if you fee) strongly about something,
our overall contribution to the community
there will be many who feel the same way,
which has gone unpublished for years. Perand v\ e will all benefit from your initiate e.
haps we need to get an D?C newsletter toPIiMst-help us care about nuking this community one which w e. ail are proud to be a
member.

Strengthen The Trinity Community
Have you ever felt that everyone
has in a sense built a wall between themselves and others as a way to protect
themselves? Trinity is a small school and
because of that, insecurity is bred here.
People are somewhat afraid to be themselves so they look down on others who
are different from them in order to feel
better, and they are reluctant to stand up
forwhatfheybelievein. We have to find a
way to break down those walls.
People will alwaysbedifferentfrom
one another but fhat reality is what makes
every individual special, not strange—we
should be able to treat each other as such;
different but special because of that difference. Itisnaturalforeachof ustobedrawn
toward those whoaresimilar tous,butitis
not natural and in effect detrimental to
each one of us, at the same time, to turn our
backs on those who we think we can't
relate to.
There are too many divisions in the
Trinity community. We don't seem like a
"community." There exists many communities within the Trinity community:
thegaycommunity,the Black community,
the Asian community, thejewishcommunity, the democrats, the republicans.. .(he
list goes on. We don't think there is anything wrong with these groups comprising the larger community of Trinity. Yet,
simply because we as individuals arc not
being directly affected by certain issues
that each of these groups are being faced
with, does not mean that we can in good

Beau Dunning
X2650

Registering Bikes Will Not Impede
Responsibility To Community
To the Editor.
The OpinionsectionofOctober first's
Tripod,dedaredthatTrinityis"wastingour
time with petty, self-cushioning" in regard
toprovidingadditional security for the campus. (P. 2 "Private (College) Property...")
The specific article that I am referring to
delineates Trinity as having a tremendous
responsibility to the community and that
registering bikes will impede that responsibility. In light of the ivory tower within
which we have concealed ourselves, the
author, RickZednik, deems thatwemustgo
beyond our gates in order to integrate with
the community and experience "reality."
Somehow the author hobnobs pain and reality. However, what we live here at Tinity
IS reality. There is no need to feel hunger,
wonder where our clothes will come from,
or experience any of the other "subsistence"
concerns in order for our lives to ha ve meaning. Our reality is one where people work
together to accomplish some degree of enlightenment. And this reality exists even in
a salubrious milieu like that of Trinity.
I realize that there are disadvantages,
fair or unfair, between an average Trinity
student and ah average Broad St. resident.
Yet,howdoesitcomputethatafterweorour
parents pay for state schools through taxes
and then take on the burden of paying for
Trinity that we owe the communiry some

huge debt. We offer tremendously underused resources like the library whereas one
of the largest state schools is located in West
Hartford, removed from the more intricate
neighborhoods. If we as Trinity students
and faculty decide in paranoia that ten-yearolds are dangerous, then that is our decision.
We should not let factors outside Trinity
dictate our actions as though we owe some
eternaldebt. Trinityhasproducedoneof the
finest colleges in the country and that should
not be hampered if the local surroundings
are not one of academia.
Hence,should therebeanaccretionin
the gates and walls of Trinity, do not react as
though we are failing in our duty to Broad
Street. Instead ask "is this worth theeffortin
order to pursue the goals of Trinity College."
If the answer is "no" or if Trinity students
and faculty deem it inappropriate, them that
is fine. But, use the criteria of reason to
evaluate a decision, not, as some would
have, guilt for the possesions we have.
The next time a Trinity student is
harassed by bikers as one of the latest security bulletins indicated, let's notthink about
what we "owe" the community that is Broad
Street. Rather, lefs think about whether this
is an appropriate response to a perennial
problem.
Sincerely,
EricShafer'92

gether to let people know exactly what we
do. We should write to PresidentGerety and
reacttothenegative press. Connecting with
active alumni is also important Greek organizations are a collection of many of Trinity's
finest RA's, athletes, actors, TA's, computer
consultants, writing center tutors, SGA reps,
and Community Outreach volunteers. We
are concerned students who care about our
studies, our school and our freedom to continue to exist in our brotherly and sisterly
bonds.
We must understand the situation
we are in this year. Some people want
drastic changes while some would like the
system to remain as it is. However, if the
Greeks want to continue, we must welcome
change instead of having it forced upon us.
Lefs show everyone how much our houses
mean to us by facing the issues head on
instead of fightingthem. If this means planning more alternate events, then lefs do so.
If this means keeping our houses especially
neatand presentable, then lefs do so. If this
means confronting the alcohol policy and
reevaluating it, then this must also be done,
before someone reevaluates it for us. The
most acceptable changes wiBcome from the
students and the Greeks working together
with the administration. Lefs show some
responsibility and some initiative, by continuing to put forth the positive, energetic
image that we have fostered for years.
I encourage all students to help the
Greek organizations on campus. The IFC
andtheSGA Fraternity Committeeareworking hard to preserve the .freedom of the
students to have the option to be Greek.
Please let them know how you feel, and if
there are any changesthatftvey could initiate
to make themselves more welcome here at
Trinity. If you are in favor of fraternities and
sororities, your voice is strongly encouraged. Schoolwide support in this crucial
year for the Greeks is instrumental. _
Sincerely,
Drew Kemalian,
""_'"
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity

Challenging The Greek System:
Open Discourse Essential

To the Editor:
Concerning Professor Cheryl
Greenberg's statements featured in last
week's Tripod, I am appalled and shocked at
the narrow minded comments, and the
grosslyinaccurategeneralizations that come
from her mouth. One of the advantages of
college, moreover a small, liberal arts college
such as Trinity, is the fostering of dialogue
among different viewpoints, both inside the
classroom and outside as well. It is important to be receptive to such dialogue, as this
sets the toneforan''inteUecrualatmosphere"
which benefits the entire college community. By discussion, we discover new outlooks thatchallengeour pre-existing notions
on certain topics and hopefully, whether
one's mind is changed or not, he/she will
realize thattheprocessof discourse is important in itself, as it allows issues to come out
into the open, and to be examined critically.
Ideally, this affinity for discussion and receptiveness to the possibility of one's viewpoint being malleable should be encouraged. We see in Plato's dialogues how this
process of discourse is just as key as the
subjects themselvesbeing discussed. These
dialogues don't end with a defininative answer to a problem, but rather in a state of
aporia orpredicament,yetsomehow, weare
more knowledgeable than before we began
the discourse.
Furthermore,receptivenesstodiscussions and an open mind are two of the
most important life long skills that we can

carryawaywifhusfromTrinity. Ideally, the
faculty at Trinity should be mentors to the
students,andtiiusactinawaywhichwecan
admire and learn from. More specifically,
the faculty should epitomize the concept of
open-mindedness and encourage their students.by example, to conduct therhselves in
a similar manner and to possess this quality.
Professor Greenberg goes against this long
standing and valid ideal of open discourse
as she is opposed to discussion with fra ternities and sororities, To slam the door shut on
discussion with Greek organizations is
wrong and harmful to the intellectual atmosphere which should be encouraged at Trinity.
Her generalizations regarding fraternities at Trinity are just as wrong and
symptomatic of her aversion to discussion
andopen-mindedness. If she refuses tomeet
with fraternity, members, on what grounds
can she say that they are "never letting in
people who are notlike [themselves]"? Perhaps she is able to arrive a t such a conclusion
because she possesses the skill to effectively
judgeothersbytheirappearancealone, rather
than taking the time to really meet individuals. In this respect, Professor Greenbergfails
as a faculty mentor and as a chairperson of
the Faculty Advisory Committee on Fraternities and Sororities.
Sincerely,
ArinJ.Wolfson'92
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OPINION
Fraternities Should Be Alternative— Not Social Norm
To the Editor:
Now that the future of Greek
organizations at Trinity are finally being
discussed, there are some concerns that
I would like to express on the part of St.
Anthony Hall.
There is no doubt in my mind
that Trinity needs improvements in some
areas. Granted the fraternity dominated
social life is an undesirable absolute.
However, the fraternities have inherited
this situation, not necessarily by desire,
but by a continuing failure on the part of
the college to present any viable alternatives. This point is supported by the
droves of students that wander around
the campus on the weekends when there
are not any fraternity parties. But when
you consider that 1) college students
enjoy late night weekend activities, and
that2) there is usually nothing else to do
after 10 p.m., who can blame the Saturday night vagabonds.
The intellectual atmosphere,
too, is suffering. Rather than taking the
easier route by blaming fraternities, we
challenge the professors to take this upon
themselves, in the classroom. Fraternities provide an opportunity to discuss
and consider different ideas in an atmosphere of trust and confidence. Sensitive issues such as sexual harassment
can be addressed in small groups. We,
at the Hall, require such educational

discussions for all pledges and brothers.
But this leads to another issue: the inability of some to accept the differences
of others.
Evidenced by Professor
Greenberg in last weeks Tripod, "The
faculty refuses to participate in any way
with fraternities because they embody
institutionalized discrimination/' she is
unwilling to respect alternative viewpoints. First, I don't believe that the
entire faculty agrees with that statement,
and second, I would question Professor
Greenberg's assertion of "institutionalized discrimination."
To address allegations of elitism and other forms of discrimination,
one should question how the fraternity
selection process differs from the admission process at our own college, in the
job market, or even at athletic tryouts. In
every case, qualified applicants are rejected under secretive processes. But
somehow it is argued that fraternities
should be judged by another standard.
Rather than asserting these claims in
order to support pre-conceived anti-fraternity views, the administration should
look to the consistent interest level as a
sign to expand the system, to allow a
place for everyone.
What has been most disheartening has been the unwillingness on the
part of some members of our commu-

nity to work with the Greek system. In
the same vein as Professor Greenberg's
statements, the faculty conference has
been equally prejudgmental. Lastspring,
the faculty conference wrote a letter to
the Board of Trustees calling for the
abolition of fraternities. Having not been
consulted, or informed about such a significant recommendation, the Hall wrote
to Professor Noreen Channels, Chair of
the Faculty Conference requesting an
opportunity to discuss these issues with
her committee. This week Professor
Channels responded to the invitation by
deferring it to the fraternity committee
which Professor Greenberg chairs, saying that it was their area. Considering
that the faculty conference felt justified
in calling for our eradication, it is disturbing that they don't feel obligated to
exchange ideas.
Perhaps if their were more dialogue, our adversaries would be surprised to discover that we are not weak
willed persons who conform to negative
institutions. In our chapter, we have
actors, artists, varsity athletes, an RA, 3
foreign students, Guided Studies and
ISP participants, as well as leaders in the
following organizations on campus: The
Pipes, The Tripod, Class Committees,
Outing Club, Hillel, and others. Hall
brothers are active in the community
and are also concerned about the aca-
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demic integrity of our college.
We sponsor lectures, poetry
readings, art shows, and serve the community. This is nothing new. We always have. But sadly, now we are forced
to publicize these facts, not to pat ourselves on the back, but to justify our
existence.
In conclusion, if you do not
support fraternities, I can respect your
point of view, assuming you have taken
the time and effort to form an educated
decision. It would seem more appropriate to address campus deficiencies directly, rather than conveniently point
the finger at the Greeks. There is no
overwhelming force that requires anyone to step foot into any fraternity house,
ever. If it is peer pressure, then the real
problem is the lack of social alternatives.
It would be in everybody's best interest
if fraternity parties became just another
alternative, rather than the norm. The
question that seems to be posed is
whether or not one group should be
allowed to impose their personal beliefs
in order to destroy a product, rather
than a cause, of a less than desirable
campus social life.
Sincerely,
David Gerber
President
St. Anthony Hall

Gallows Hill Bookstore
at Trinity College

»

•To the editor:
public, while there were no female
•., I am writing in response to the singles. However, there were several
letter published in the last issue of the singles of both sexes left open in the
Tripod by Jon Weinberger concerning Science Dorm.
specialized housing at Trinity. While he
My advice to Mr. Weinberger, as
characterizes specialized hoiisingas "the he sits in his Jackson room which is
ideal blueprint," I would describe it in centrally located and connected to the
an entirely different manner. While it is PhoneNet, would be that he once again
great for those lucky individuals who applies for specialized housing. I offer
happen to qualify for a special interest this because if he doesn't, he will have to
which receives its own dorm, this sys- face the lottery, and more likely than
tem is unfair and takes housing away not, be placed on the waiting list until
from those of us who are not so fortu- July or August, after he has been placed
nate. Let me share with you my experi- with three other unfortunate souls in a
ences as one of the majority of Trinity quad somewhere on campus.
students who does not qualify for speThe policy of specialized housing
cialized housing.
takes roomsaway from the generalpopuLast year, as I sat in the Boyer lation and reserves them for people forAuditorium in Life Sciences for the Lot- tunate enough to be represented by a
tery, I watched as people all around me special interest. In the historical past of
scrambled to get housing. In addition to the United States, this practice has been
the Freshmen dorms of Elton and Jones, called discrimination. This is exactly
the Music Dorm, the Science Dorm, and what the specialized housing policy
tiie Quiet Dorm, whichMr. Weinberger does. It discriminates against the avermentions, three floors of High Rise were age Trinity student while it pampers
reserved for the Students For Equality (a small select groups. Now that I think
little ironic, I think) and La Voz Latina, about it, the Juggling Club could also
and the Praxis Dorm were all off limits use its own dorm. It would have to have
to those of us who didn't qualify. I was high ceilings and be carpeted. I think
fortunate in that I wan ted to live in cook- thatVernpnStreetwouldbe ideal. Rather
ing unit with a senior-to-be. Not only than calling specialized housing the
did we have a relatively low lottery num- "ideal blueprint", I would call it the
ber, but the unpopularity of cooking worst idea in college housing since the
units due to their location gave us a two room Elton triple.
good chance of getting what we wanted.
As our number came up, there were
Sincerely,
about five male singles left open to the
Jon Lane, '93

Classic & contemporary books for
adults & children.
Special Orders
-Store HoursMon-MU-8 (203)297-5231
Sat-Sun 12-5

300 Summit Street, Hartford, Connecticut 06106
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free vacation to Honolulu, Hawaii. This certificate entitles the user to receive 6 days and
7 nights of lodging for two people and one free airline ticket, transfers, baggage
handling and all taxes. You need pay for only
one airline ticket at the regular coach price.
There Is no other product to purchase and
there is no charge for this special certificate
offer. We will however limit the number of
certificates to be issued in this' market to
those that call within 72 hours of the
publication date of this ad.
The reason for this special offer is that we
wish to test the drawing power of this type of
advertising and inform you of our special
travel programs. But please remember that
there Is absolutely no obligation in order to
receive this special vacation offer,

Call Now
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11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
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NEWS
Voice-Mail Tampering...

Modern Technology Used For Sinister Purposes
•

BY PETER FRIEDMAN
NexvsWriter

Since Trinity's voice-mail system
was installed last year it has generally
been a boon to the campus. It has eliminated the need for answering machines,
allowed people to send out important
messages en masse, and given Trinity students the useful tool of express-messaging people late at night.
Aside from occasional computer
malfunctions the system has worked well,
with relatively few complications. This
record of efficiency and effectiveness was
put in jeopardy last week when some
students tampered with the network,
causing aggravation and humiliation for
members of the Trinity community.
The' problem was that students
were allegedly accessing people's voicemail boxes and listening to private messages and then forwarding them to random voice mail boxes across campus. In
some instances people's recorded greetings were also changed from standard
messages to obscene and lewd ones.
These incidents were first brought
to light last Thursday, when the College
Director of Networking and Telecommunications Peter Sobering, received a
call from the Development Office, complaining that their mail box greeting had
been altered and was obscene and inappropriate.
In addition to this incident, Mr.
Sobering was also informed of other instances of tampering by other college
offices. The other incidents involved
personal messages from one person to
another being forwarded from an

individual's phone box to any number of
telephones around campus.
According to Mr. Sobering the
unidentified perpetrators were able to
break into people's mailboxes because
the victims' passwords were the same as
their extensions. Passwords are the codes
that allow a person to get hear their messages from a phone extension that is not
their own.
"This problem can be avoided if
people change their passwords and keep
them to themselves," he said. Mr. Sobering added that because passwords must
be at least four characters long if people
changed them it would be very difficult
for another person to figure the password out.
Dean of Students David Winer said
that the tampering issue was distressing
tohim. "Notonlyisthiskindofbehavior
unethical, but it is also expressly against
College regulations as stated in the Handbook to tamper with any computer systems," Dean Winer said.
He added that there are possible
legal ramifications for entering another
person's mailbox without their knowledge or consent.
"It's just like someone finding out
the combination to your room and going
in without your permission. It is unacceptable." The Dean said that students
caught involved in voice mail tampering
would be disciplined in accordance with
school regulations. ,
Dean Winer said that he was not
worried that this kind of break-in might
lead to tampering with other computer
systems on the campus, but that this kind
of beha vi or would not be tolera ted in any

Burger King
Welcomes
Back
How's Your Math?
wm mm 2 Hamburgers $1.68
+ 2 Fries

=Savings for
Trinity Students
and Faculty
Please present this coupon before ordering. Limit one coupon
per customer. Not to be used with other coupons or offers.
Expires / a / ? / A / Good only at f/*f/l/'w
,/3<> ISia^fl*
Void where prohibited by law. /A / //•« i t*j C/.

+$1.62

situation. "Weexpectresponsible behavior from anyone who uses any kind.of
system that we provide," he stated.
Mr. Sobering, Dean Winer and
Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly

Dean of Students
David Winer.

SJ/ANNE
FAUENDER

"It'sjust like someone
finding out the combination to your room and going in withoutyour permission. It is unacceptable."

all stated that this incident was the first
one that they knew of in the two years
that the system has been fully operational. The problem has not recurred, to
their knowledge, since last week's outburst.
- This does not mean that they are
relaxing, however. Mr. Sobering and
Mr, Kelly both affirmed that the school
has the technology to determine from
which extensions tampering originates.
"If the problem persists we can run
an audit trail of where these original
break-ins are coming from, and from
there we will hopefully be able to stop
this from happening again," Mr. Sobering said.
Mr, Kelly added that the process of
running an audit trail has been used
successfully in the past to track down
people who have left obscene messages
in other people's voice mail boxes on a
few previous occasions.
He cautioned thatitwouldbemore
difficult to catch the offenders this time/
because the offenders do not leave their
voices behind as evidence when they
break into voice mail boxes.
All three expressed their hope that
this would be unnecessary, and that future perpetrators could be thwarted in
their efforts by people going to the computer center and having their mail-box
passwords changed. I||P

Faculty Will Vote On New
Amendment Permitting
Students To Sit In On Meetings
•

BYAMYMcGILL
NewsWriter

On Tuesday October 8 the Trinity
College faculty will vote on an amendment for the Faculty Rule Book which
would allow a representative of SGA
(Student Government Association) to sit
in on faculty meetings. Professor of Sociology and current Secretary of the Faculty Dr. Noreen Channels has been leading the motion to pass the amendment
and noted that "I've never heard faculty
argue against this as a principle; it's been
approved all my years."
The new amendment states, "That
an observer from the Student Government Association and student members

RAISE $500...$!000...$!500
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of faculty committees be admitted on a
non-voting basis to stated meetings of
the Faculty, except in those instances
when individual student statuses are under discussion or the faculty acts to close
the meeting."
If the amendment is passed it will
notbe the first time that students have sat
in on the faculty meetings. Already,
students that are representatives on faculty committees have that right. In addition, in the past students have been allowed to sit in on meetings when the
faculty has allowed them to do so. The
new morion will give students a chance
to go to meetings on a consistent basis,
enabling them to serve as better liaisons
between faculty and students.
Although the SGA has not yet
made any official plans, it is most likely
that the president will be appointed the
opportunity to go to the meetings. The
current president of SGA, Craig Woerz
'93, is very excited over the proposal and
regards it as a chance for the faculty to
have someone on whom they rely to
keep the students properly informed of
the issues discussed by the faculty.
"It means that somebody from the
student body actually knows what happens so that rumors are cut off and proceedings are not secret," noted Dr. Channels.
If passed the amendment will take
effect immediately. Until then Mr. Woerz
will be allowed to sit in on the faculty
meeting scheduled for October 8. The
SGA is very excited about the amendment and the faculty are quite receptive
to it. "Faculty like students to come
because it cuts down rumors and keeps
communication open," added Dr. Chan-

nels. 9
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NEWS
Reproductive Technology Future Uncertain;
Symposium Discusses Legal, Ethical Issues
•

BY NICOLE MORETn
Senior Editor

Would you permit a known child
abuser to procreate? Should surrogate
mothers be allowed to reclaim their maternal rights after childbirth?
These are two of the many questions addressed last Thursday, October
3, in the first lecture of a four-part symposium titled "The New Reproductive
Technologies: Ethical and Legal Dilemmas" held in Hamlin Hall at 8 p.m.
The symposium is headed by
Project Directors Dr. Adrienne Fulco,
Lecturer in Women's Studies and Coordinator of Graduate Planning and Development and Dr. Maurice Wade,
Associate Professor of Philosophy and
Area Studies and'Associate Director of
Public Policy Studies.
Prof. Fulco stated that the purpose
of the symposium is to provide a series of
lectures of extraordinary importance to
both the Trinity and Hartford communities.
"With all of the recent changes in
the SupremeCourt and the constitutional
right to privacy, this is an interesting
: issue with many dimensions," stated Dr.
Fulco. "If people haven't thought about
it all yet, perhaps this will compel them

to think about the issues."
The first lecture, titled "Regulation of the the New Reproductive Technologies: Legal and Ethical Issues" was
given by Larry Gostin, Executive Director of the American Society of Law and
Medicine, Adjunct Professor of Health
Law at the Harvard University School of
Public Health and Lecturer at Harvard
University Law School. Mr. Gostin is
also consultant to the World Health Organization, Centers for Disease Control,
and National Institutes for Health on
many issues in health law and policy. He
recently chaired the American Civil Liberties Union Committee on Surrogate
Motherhood.
Mr. Gostin began with questions
concerning the constitutional rightto privacy and reproductive autonomy, where
society should draw the line on deciding
or regulating who is fit to bear children,
or even whether to screen people seeking fertility services. Mr. Gostin pointed
out that our right to privacy is in jeopardy as there is nothing specifically mentioned about it in the Constitution or Bill
of Rights.
Although the Courts have dealt
with the issue of privacy before, Mr.
Gostin stated that the "Court has a minimal notion of privacy." Originally the
Supreme Court decided that anyone had
the right to bear a child, but first this right

was limited to married couples and later
given to non-married heterosexual
couples. After the Roe vs. Wade decision, the Court also included unwed fathers in a decision to protect the rights of
those Who "act" like a father to the child.
Obviously the questions of homosexual parents, ovum donation, the difference between social and genetic parenthood, and surrogate mothers reclaiming rights to their child after birth are still
undecided.
Basically, Mr. Gostin believes that
any person should be allowed to bear a
child or reclaim their rights to a child
unless there is substantial harm to the
child's interests that can be proven in a
court of law. He pointed out, however,
that the way to prove someone a "bad"
parent or even to decide who should
make these distinctions is still too
ambiguous and subjective.
While some of those in attendance
questioned his support of previously
abusive parents to bear children, Mr.
Gostin pointed out that unless we can
prove without doubt that these trends
and behaviors would continue, we would
do more harm in intervening. Mr. Gostin
noted that society should not be too quick
tojudge or discriminate. He also strongly
supported the rights of gestational mothers in surrogacy affairs.
Pam O'Kane '93, who is doing an

independent study on the issues raised
in these lectures seems to find many of
the issues frustrating because of their
ambiguity. "We can't define who will
necessarily be a bad parent and yet without definitions we cannot decide who
will be the most harmful to the child,"
she stated.
In regards to surrogate mothers
reclaiming rights after having already
signed a contract releasing the child, Miss
O'Kane is equally undecided. "We have
to protect the rights of everyone involved
and in doing so, someone will always get
shafted. Right now the critical question
is by signing a contract is the woman
making her body into a public utility or
do we still have to respect her rights of
privacy and gestational rights?"
Future lectures are include "Legal
Dilemmas of the New Reproductive
Technologies", "Race, Class and the New
Reproductive Technologies", and "The
Status of Extracorporeal Embryos: Ethical and Legal Issues".
The symposium is sponsored by
the GTE Foundation and the Alfred P.
Sloan Foundation while receiving additional support from the Women's Center, the Women's Studies Program, the
Public Policy Program, the Department
of Philosophy, and the Department of
Political Science. All lectures are free and
are open to the public. $$)

Student Government Continues Investigation...

Possibility of Honor Code Raised Yet Again
Dean Winer also discussed the
issue of the difficulty of implementing
the Honor Code with our present judicial system.
"Should a student take an addiFor the first time in nearly two tional vote along with matriculation?;
years, the question of an honor code has should a student sign an additional oath
been raised, on Trinity's campus. This along with every academic exercise?" he
SGAproposalseemed tohavebeeristifled asked.
by the College's own judicial system, but
Mr. Winer also discussed the
the issue has been resurrected this year. fact that even if the issue makes it past the
The Academic Affairs Commit- introductory level with the Academic
tee initially endorsed the proposal in con- Affairs Committee, it will still have to be
cept, but turned the issue back to the ' approved by the entire faculty.
SGA to further refine it and leave more
One of the initiators of this proroom for student input.
posal, Senior Class Vice-President David
The issue in question is whether Gerber suggested the proposal in hoping
the present judicial system of the College to improve academic environment at
Trinity. "It seemed like an honor code
is sufficient for student offenses.
The College Affairs Committee, could add to the campus's academic atmade up of four faculty members, four mosphere," said Mr. Gerber. ".". '
students, and a representative from the
He outlined the initial process
Dean of Students Office, believes that the that the SGA had proposed for implepresent system will suffice.
menting the Honor Code. The SGA
Dean Wirier emphasized that wanted to see the introduction of arihonor
since the Honor Code is a student pro- code and a student judiciary board.
posal, there should be a forum for more
The Honor Code would overstudent input if the proposal is going to see all academic infractions while the
survive.
Student Judiciary Board would reign over
"When [the Honor Code Pro- any non-academic offenses.
posal] came forward, there was a two
Mr. Gerber was disappointed
part system: one being the Honor Code as the proposal was lost in a number of
the other being the Judicial System. Aca- committees and subcommittees initially
demic Affairs only dealt with the Honor assigned to address the SGA proposals.
Code, while the Judicial System was dis"The various committees
cussed in the College Affairs Commit- seemed to bury the issue. It got lost in the
tee."
convoluted realm of Trinity bureauDean Winer further empha- cracy," said Mr. Gerber.
sized the stance of the College Affairs
He also emphasized that a surCommittee. "It was felt by the College vey conducted by the SGA affirmed that
Affaits Committee that our present sys- the students were overwhelmingly in
tem was satisfactory," he said.
favor of an honor code.
D BY PATRICK KEANE
Senior Editor

Dean Winer underlined the fact
that the proposal is still only in the preliminary stages. "It is in SGA right now
and either it will come back to the committee or it won't," he said.
Dean Winer speculated on the
future existence of an honor code in sav-

ing "Most of us like the idea of an honor
code in theory. It has a very nice existence as part of an educational institution."
Mr. Winer further emphasized
that it would protect the honesty of all
academic exercises, (ft
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NEWS
Trinity Safeline
Expands Hours
•

BY RICK ZEDNIK
Editor-in-Chief

In an effort to better serve Trinity
students, the Trinity Safeline has expanded its hours. A certified counselor
will be on duty Friday and Saturday
nights from 11 p.m. to 9 a.m., andSunday
from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
The Trinity Safeline is a sexual violation crisis and referral hotline, sponsored by the Women's Center and affiliated with the Hartford Sexual Assault
Crisis Service (SACS). The hotline workers are trained by Hartford SACS and
have received over 44 hours of in-class
training. The Trinity student-counsellors
who staff the line provide crisis and intervention services, and referrals to other
emergency and counselling options for
its callers.
The Sunday hours offer service to
people who may need time following a
Friday or Saturday night to settle down
before they are ready to voice questions
or concerns.
Jessica Gilbert '92, one of the peer
counsellors, stated the eventual goal of
having a 24-hour line available to Trinity
students, which would become possible
when more counsellors become certified.
An advantage of the Trinity

STUDENT ORGANIZATION BOX
From the minutes of the October 1,1991 Student
Government Association meeting:

Safeline, as opposed to other emergency
numbers, is that "we provide peers who
can closely relate to the experiences of
Trinity students/'according to Ms. Gilbert. The line is completely confidential.
"We are not allowed to write do wn
names," explained Ms. Gilbert. Once the
Safeline has had the opportunity to collect enough data, counsellors will be able
to provide statistics of sexualharassment
at Trinity, without revealing details of
specific incidents.
As for the frequency of sexual assault at Trinity, Ms. Gilbert said, "it goes
on here all the time, but students don't
know,partly because of the issue's sensi, tivity and partly because so much goes
unreported."
When a counsellor receives a call,
"you don't know what to expect," related Ms. Gilbert. "Once you pick up the
receiver, you become very alert to not
only the caller's voice, but also any background noise. Initially, you feel some
fear, due to the large responsibility. Then
you feel compassion, because you want
to help," commented Ms. Gilbert.
"We are prepared for even the most
violent case of assault, but we also hope
people whoihave questions or want to
voice concerns will call," said Ms. Gilbert. "It is for everybody. If the issue is
on your mind, call us and talk about it,"
added Ms. Gilbert. ®

The Ad-Hoc Committee on the Celebration of CoEducation at Trinity- Last year there was a motion to
celebrate co-education at Trinity with a portrait of
Marjorie Butcher, Trinity's first full-time female professor. This year the SG A is looking to put the motion
through with thought rather than haste. A letter has
been drafted and sent to the Trustees and President
Gerety for the portait to be hung in the Koeppel
Student Center. The SGA will provide planning and
funding support.
Steering Board-Arecommendationhasbeenmade
to the Inter-Fraternity Council that each house sponsor one non-alcohol specific event in the center of
campus each semester, one co-sponsored event with
another student group, and one charity event. They
hope the changes will be brought about through student initiative, rather than administrative mandate.

*This box is availableforany student organization wishing to inform the ,.t
Trinity community of their progress. Please contribute to Box 1310 each "
Friday.
'
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NEWS
Frigid Students Want To Know...

Where's The Heat?
• BYJMBARR
News Writer

As temperatures dropped last week, many students were angered by
the lack of heat in the dorms and other campus buildings.
According to Mr. Siu-Chim Chan, Director of Buildings & Grounds, the
heat is usually turned on in mid-October. Mr. Chan explained that that the
heat is governed by a "three day rule." In three consecutive days, if the
temperature does not go beyond 60 degrees "and the forecast is that there is no
warming in sight," then the heat is turned on.
Early last week, the temperatures were near freezing at night, and the
heat was not on. Students complained that they were being frozen out of house
and home. "I think frigid would be the right word, It was somewhat akin to
Antarctica in winter at night. It
was terrible," said Marc Izzo
'95.
Mr. Chan said that once
the heat is turned on, it usually
stays on until the Spring. This
is due to the cumbersome natureof turning on the heat. Simply getting the heating system
going takes several hours, and
it takes a day or two for the
system to achieve full power.
The reason that the system was not turned on during
the cold spell was because the
forecast called for warming.
Mr. Chan said that the decision
Director of
had nothing to do with money;
Buildings & Grounds
"thatis not the deterrent to turn
Siu-Chim Chan.
it on."
The heatplant is turned
"If we turn it on,
off in the spring, and has not
started up yet. In previand don't need the heat, been
ous years, the heat plant was
kept on all summer because
then we waste $1,500 a
the plant also assisted in airday."
conditioning. A study revealed
that the plant was not necessary in the summer and that it
was not worth running the plant because so much heat was being lost in the
system, "If we turn it on, and don't need the heat, then we waste $1,500 a day,"
said Mr. Chan.
Most of the dorms and academic buildings are on a central heating
system, except for New Dorm, High Rise, The Smith House, and North
Campus, to name a few. Mr. Chan said that some students wonder why
buildings that are not part of the central heating system are not heated on an
individual basis, but he noted that "we turn it all on at once." He also added,
"there are exceptions... the President turns his heat on when he wants to."(^i

Photograph Stolen From
Mathe^ New Securitiy
Measures Considered
continued from page 1

other possibilities. He admits that, immediately following the event, "I assumed that another student had taken
it, but it could have been anyone."
Since the incident, Mr. Bryan
has removed the remaining pieces of
his collection from the exhibition area.
He claimed that he did so because he
hoped that the blank wall space would,
"raise people's consciousness about
what has occurred."
Ms. Gushee, though saddened
by the necessity to remove the collection agrees that Mr. Bryan's reaction
was appropriate. She added, "I respect
the violation that he feels."
The question remaining for
Ms. Gushee and others involved in the
organization of exhibitions is whether
or not the college should continue to
display art. Mr. Bryan noted that he
"would be happy to contribute again if
they improve the security."
Already plans have been made
by Mather to create a more effective
security system. In cooperation with
the Austin Arts Center, Ms. Gushee is
working on the installation of a wiring
device in which all art pieces exhibited
in the area would be wired together and
connected to an alarm. In addition to
providing a much higher level of security, s uch a project, Ms,Gushee claimed,
is low in cost.
The next art exhibition, scheduled for October 21 has not been cancelled, A photographic essay on Brazil,
it will feature alumnus Peter Morris'
work.
Ms. Gushee confirmed that the
artist has been made aware of the situation and has still consented to participate, By that time, exhibition organizers speculate, the new alarm system
will be in place.
Having confronted the question of security, the Trinity community

must now begin to face the other more
serious issues that the incident has raised.
Ms. Gushee stated that she is
concerned about the lack of'respect implicit in the event. Already this year four
signs for the new bookstore have been
taken as well as chairs from the faculty
lounge. "It's alarming for me to see this
widespread series of thefts," she admitted.
According to Ms. Gushee,
events such as art exhibits, "contribute to
the intellectual life on campus," and,
"give members of the community the
opportunity to share their talent and ideas
with others." In the aftermath of the
occurrence, she sees an important lesson
to be learned. "I hope now that the
community will wake up and realize that
we are all members together."
Campus Safety still has no leads
and artist John Bryan doubts the safe
return of his work. Mr. Kelly is more
optimistic. Last year, according to Mr.
Kelly, a photograph with sentimental
value was stolen from the new academic
building. When the professor who owned
it expressed to the community the significance that the work held for him, the
photograph was returned.
John Bryan has a similar message for the college community. In the
flyer he distributed around the campus
immediately following the theft, Mr.
Bryan wrote, "Do you realize how important that photograph is to me? It
couldn'tpossiblymeanthatmuchtoyou.
It took me hours of work to print and
frame it."
Campus Security stresses that
the work can be returned anonymously.
Mr. Kelly maintained, "We would be
happy to act as intermediaries. Just call
us or leave us a note telling us where we
can find it."
John Bryan added, "My main
concern is to get it back." ®

U.S.News and World Report
Top National Liberal Arts
Colleges

Students and their parents eiyoy the hospitality
tents this past Saturday.

14. Claremont McKenna
1. Williams
2. Swarthmore 15. Oberlin
16. Grinnell
3. Amherst
17. Colgate
4. Bowdoin
18. Mount Holyoke
5. Pomona
19. Barnard
6. Wellesley
20. Colby
7. Wesleyan
21. Davidson
8. Haverford
9. Middlebury 22. Washington and Lee
23. Holy Cross
10. Smith
24.
Occidental
11. BrynMawr
25.
Hamilton
12. Carleton
13. Vassar
Ten more schools are listed alphabetically
in "Quartile One"
Bates
Scripps
Bucknell
Trinity
Connecticut College
Union
Franklin and Marshall University of the
Lafayette
South
Sarah Lawrence
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
CALENDAR
Lectures
8 Tuesday

14 Monday
"Human Rights in Columbia," by Rafael Gomez, member
of the Committee for the Defense of Human Rights in the
province of Santander. 7 p.m.
Alumni Lounge, Mather Hall.
Reception at 6:30 p.m. Co-sponsored by the History
Departmant and Latin American Studies. Free Admission.

"Toward 1992: Redefining
Europe in a Post-Communist
World," by Trinity College Assistant Professor of Political Science Brigitte H. Schulz. Part of
the "Potpourri: A Feast for the
Mind" Trinity College Town/
Gown Forum 1991 lecture series. 12 noon. Washington
15 Tuesday
Room. Mather Hall. Series of
four lectures and luncheons: $35.
"Modern Medical TechTickets at door for each lecture nology: Lifesaving Powers,
and luncheon: $10.
Moral Dilemmas" by Trinity
College Associate Professor of
9 Wednesday
Philosophy Maurice L. Wade,
"Universal and Particular who is co-author of the book
in Early Medieval Saints' Cults" "Medical Technology and Sociby Trinity College Associate Pro- ety". Part of the Town Gown/
fessor of History Julia Smith. 4 Forum 1991 lecture series. 12
p.m. Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall. noon. Washington Room,
Free admission. Trinity College Mather Hall. Series of four lecFaculty Lecture Series.
tures and luncheons: $35. Tickets at the door for each lecture
"Shades of Difference: and luncheon: $10. Call for more
Cosmetics, Color and American information: (203) 297-2136.
Women's Identity, 1860-1930"by
22 Tuesday
Kathy Peiss, professor of history and women's studies at the
"Sex and Aggression in the
University of Massachusetts at 21st Century" by Trinity ColAmherst. 7 p.m. McCook Audi- lege Professor of Psychology
torium. Sponsored by Trinity GeorgeHiggins. Partof the "PotCollege's women's studies and pourri: A Feast for the Mind"
public policy studies.
Trinity College Town/Gown
Forum 1991 lecture series, 12
"The Medical Device Act noon. Washington Room.
of 1990 and Accident Investiga- Mather Hall. Series of four lection," by Mark Bruley, Director tures and luncheons: $35. Tickof the Accident and Forensic ets at door for each lecture and
Investigation Group. Hartford luncheon: $10. For more inforGraduate Center. Rm #660 at 7 mation call: (203) 297-2136.
p.m.

On And Around Caxnpus
Career Counseling
On Wednesday, October
9th of this week in Career Counseling there will be some informational workshops offered.
Plan to attend an Interviewing
Workshop at 4pm in Alumni
Lounge and find out how to
practice this vital skill. Applying to Graduate School? There
will be a meeting concerning all
of the steps involved at 7pm in
Alumni Lounge. The U.S. Marines will have an information
booth in the basement of Mather
from 10 am to 2 pm. Dare To
Discover for non-seniors is being held in the Career Counseling Office at 4pm so don't forget
to pre-register and fill out a
packet, And Drop-in Hours are
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays from 1:30 to 3:30 so
come in and visit!

Prospective Interns:
Beginning this semester,
students intending to undertake
internships next spring must
register them on November 8,
the deadline for advance registration. Thepaperworkneednot
be completed at this time, but
you must register your intention to do an internship. Please
contact the Internship Office,
x2382, with any questions, or
come to one of the information

sessions in Seabury 14 at
12:45pm: Friday, November 1,
Monday, November 4, or Thursday, November 7. Get started
early... pick up your Internship
Directory today!

Alcohol Awareness
Alcohol Awareness Week
at Trinity will be Monday, October 21 through Sunday, October
27. The week will consist of a
series of events such as panel
discussions, demonstrations,
alcohol-free parties, and informal discussions. Thpse events
are designed to enable us to examine the effects of alcohol on,
and its role in, the campus' academic and social environment,
and alcohols effect on the individual, as well as to promote
alcohol-free events. If you want
to participate in organization
contactHelen Chandler (x3159).
Work hard over Reading. Week
so you can come to some events!

Toxics Tuesday
On Tuesday, October 8,
ConnPIRG is hosting Toxics
Tuesday. There will be a large
scale model of the close to 600
hazardous waste sites in Connecticut on the Quad all day
long.

"Race, Superstition, History and Politics" by Columbia
University Professor of History
Barbara Fields. 4:30 p.m.
McCook Auditorium. The 199192 Mead Lecture in History presented by the Trinity College
Department of History, Public
reception to follow in the Washington Room.

23 Wednesday
"Rereading Sexuality in
NellaLarsen's'PassrngV'byAnn
DuCille, assistant professor of
English and Women's studies at
Wesleyan University. 7 p.m.
Alumni Lounge, Mather Hall.
Sponsored by Trinity College's
Women's Studies, American
Studies and Women's Center.

Chapel
Holy Eucharistwillbe celebrated at 11:00 a.m. on Sundays.
Evening Prayer will be
said weekdays at 5 p.m. It will
be held in the Friendship Chapel
on Mondays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays, and in
the Crypt Chapel on Tuesdays.
Roman Catholic Mass will
be held on Sundays at 5 p.m.
and Wednesdays at 7 p.m.

Exhibitions
"Mark Twain's Hartford
Conections," the inaugural exhibit of the Mark Twain Memorial Program at Trinity College.
Free Admission. Opening reception for the exhibition on Friday, October 11 from 4:30 to 6:30
p.m. Watkinson Library, Trinity College Library. Exhibition
hours: Monday through Friday,
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Sponsored
by The Mark Twain Memorial
andtheWatkinsonLibraryTrinity College Library Associates.
"A Portrait of Tibet," photographs by Leslie DiRusso.
Austin Arts Center's Widener
Gallery. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. daily.
"We Just See Things Differently," photographs and
drawings by Trinity College student John Bryan. Mather Art
Space, Mather Hall. Exhibit will

be shown through Friday, October 18.
Paintings of nature by
Joan Wadleigh Curran. Austin
Arts Center's Widner Gallery. 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. daily. Reception:
Thursday, October 24 from 5
p.m. to 7 p. m.

Readings

tion of American workers includes mask by a wide variety
of composers including James
Taylor. For information and tickets call (203) 297-2199.

Music
Benny Kim, award-winning violinist will give a concert. 8:15 p.m. Austin Arts
Center's GoodwinTheater. General Admission: $8;students and
senior citizens: $6. For information and tickets call: (203) 2972199.

Fiction readingby Pamela
Painter, writer-in-residence at
Emerson College and author of
the story collection, "Getting to
Know the Weather" and a book
of fiction exercises "What if...?"
Film
Wednesday, October 9. 4 p.m.
A
series of films, "Women
English departmentlounge, 115
in
French
and Italian Cinema,"
Vernon Street. Reception folshowcasing
outstanding direclows,
tors and actresses, willbe shown
in the Seabury Chapel. 7 p.m.
Claribel Alegria, famed
Free admission. Wednesday,
Salvadoran poet and novelist,
October 9- "Juliet of the Spirits";
will give a reading of her work
Wednesday, October 23- "The
on Wednesday, October 9at 4.00
Cat".
p.m. Rittenburg Lounge. Mather
Hall.

Sports

Theater
"Working" a music department presentation by Trinity College Associate Professor
of Music Gerald Moshell. 8 p.m.
Austin Arts Center's Goodwin
Theater. General Admission: $6;
tickets for students and senior
citizens: $4. "Working," a 1977
musicalbased on Studs Terkel's
popular book about a cross-sec-

The Hartford Open'91, a
Coca Cola International Squash
Grand Prix Event presented by
Richard Gordon Interests in conjunction with Goodwin, Loomis
& Britton, Inc. Featuring world
class international squash payers from various nations including the United States. Ferris AthleticCenter.General Admission:
$4per day for October 7-10. For
information call (203) 521-8278.

CINESTUDIO
Tonight (Double Feature)
Lodz Ghetto 7:30

Wednesday - Saturday
Regarding Henry 7:30
The Decline of Western Civilization 9:45
(Fri. & Sat.)

Sunday - Tuesday
Rosancrantz and Guildenstein are Dead 7:30

The Writing Center
Regular Hours
Monday — Friday
1 - 4 PM, Writing Center
Monday — Thursday
6:30 - 9:30 PM, Writing Center
Late Night
Sunday, Monday Thursday
10-12, Tom Smith Room, Mariott
Open Period Hours
"We don't make better wri ti ng - we make better writers."
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WORLD AND NATION
The Myth Of American Justice
assumption of justice. If our reaction to
the crazed manaicle killer is so cold and
World & Nation Writer
just, then why do we accept this crime in
Four weeks ago William Macon, a different contexts? For example, in war
fellow World and Nation writer wrote an murder is promoted. When Bob Hope
article about prison over population. The cheers on the boys in Iraq, what is he
article was excellent in the fact that it cheering them to do? Kill Iraqis. When
brought to the attention of Tripod readers we barbeque on Veterans day, we are
the issues surrounding our penal sys- celebrating the pas t succesf ul murders of
tem, while offering a spectrum of solu- our Army. The Army in all of it's gloritions. That article, as well as a conversa- fication is an institution the main goal of
tion with a professor, has prompted me which is to kill. If Bob Hope had a
to continue a discussion of the issues Christmas special from Jeffery Dommer's
surrounding the role of prisons in our
society.
It is my opinion that we allow for
We do legitimate murder in
the horid conditions of most penal instithis country, along with a
tutions in this country because we believe that the wicked shall be punished.
host of other crimes. We just
This is a conception of justice that overcall it different names in
rides all other arguments for prisons.
order to protect our selfThe bottom line is that whether society is
more free without lawbreakers, or that
deception. In the case of the
prisons serve as a negative incentive
against crime, or thatprisons rehabilitate foreign soldier we call it
'surgical strikes'. In the case
the prisoner are all secondary reasons
when put in the face of the compelling
of the homeless person we
argument for justice. Justice wins eleccall
it capitalism.
tions, justice makes for great movies and
television shows, justice is a livingbreathing animal in the hearts of every red living room I'm sure there would be
blooded American, In this article it is my moral outrage in this country. The reintention to demythologize this notion sponse to this argument is that Saddam
of justice and its relation to our penal was guilty of murder himself, and the
system.
Army was acting as an international poAllow me to illustrate this by using lice force, preserving justice. My response
the example of murder. Murder is gener- is that in the process of preserving interally accepted as one of the worst crimes national law we killed a number of conone can-commit, A. good many Ameri- scripted Iraqis who were guilty of no
cans -would go so far as to execute a other crime then circumatance. Why am
convicted murderer, because the crime is I bringing all fo this up? Because I feel
so severe. At the very least, Americans that Americans deceive themselves when
would imprison the murderer for a very it comes to justice in this country, We dg
long time. These reactions to the crime of legitimate murder in this country, along
murder are justified by the fundamental with a host of other crimes; we just call it
• BY ELI LAKE

different names in order to protect our
self-deception. In the case of the foreign
soldier we call it 'surgical strikes'; in the
case of the homeless person we call it
capitalism.
This brings me to my second point
about the penal system, It is essentially
what American justice is: an institution
that serves to perpetuate the authority of
the state. If you break a law, and you are
found guilty, then you go to jail. I don't
think most Americans find a problem
with this in the case of murder, but as I
said earlier this is because of the selfdeceiving notion of justice. In reality it is
because murder undermines the authority usually associated with the state.
Murder is the job of the government. If
you don't believe me, just ask the CIA or
the Air Force. Prisons are not just for
murderers though, they serve the purpose of enforcing the order of society.
In the early Sixties, civil rights leaders were put in the same prisons as murderers because, like the murderer, the
civil rights leader was undermining the
authority of the state. In a society that is
structured hierarchically, like our own,
fighting for equality is challenging the
authority of the state. There is a fundamental paradox in this. The more one
tries to establish equality in this country,
the more the government oppresses this
person. A perfect case of this is that of the
.petty crack dealer. I'm no t equating civil
rights leaders with crack dealers, but
there is a similarity in the predicament of
both, The crack dealer is immorally trying to establish economic power that has
been denied to him or her. The state is
stifling this attempt at economic power
by enforcing strict prison sentences
against the crack dealer. The only reason
why there are more crack dealers in prison
than civil rights workers in the past, is

because the government can make a far
stronger moral appeal for drug laws,
than for poll taxes. I am not saying that
I morally legitimate the selling of crack,
or the vicious brutality that comes along
with it, but I'm raising the possibility
that the government may have ulterior
motives.
My final proof of our state-perpetuating penal system is the ease of Ivan
Boesky. Ivan Boesky is what Americans
call a white collar criminal. The term
"white collar crime" infers a crime associated with the bourgeoisie, hence white
collar criminals are people who have
economic power in this country. In terms
of the power structure in America, Ivan
Boesky has substantially more economic
power than the petty crack dealer. The
difference in their 'justice' is astounding.
Ivan Boesky can afford a far better lawyer than the crack dealer, due to his
economic power. Thus, Ivan Boesky has
a much better chance at getting a lighter
sentence than the crack dealer. But this is
only half of this insidious system of 'justice' we have. The crack dealer will go to
a state penitentiary, where he will no
doubt be raped, beaten and tortured.
Ivan Boesky will go to a minimum security prison, that is the equivalent of a
country club with walls. This reality is
further proof that prison has nothing to
do with justice, when white collar criminals are given far better conditions than
all other criminals.
In conclusion, I do not accept the
American myth of justice. And I fail to
accept any argument for prisons based
on 'justice reasoning.' But there is a very
real problem with crime in this country
for which I have no solution. I hope that
I have left you confused, if anything, by

this article. ®

Multicultural History Should Unite, Not Divide
due to "inappropriate laughter" (Duke
University)
or some other faux pas.
World & NationWriter
More dangerous than de jure
For the most part, I have found Eli speech codes though, are those de facto.
Lake's articles in the World and Nation Often, rather than relative offensiveness,
section of the Trinity Tripod well thought a "slur" is judged on the basis of who is
out and well argued. However, in writ- speaking to whom. For instance, Louis
ing about multiculturalism (Tripod, Sept. Farrakhan, at a speech sponsored by
24), Mr, Lake has utilized some unchar- NYU, may tell his audience he is is happy
acteristically sloppy argumentative tech- to be in "Jew York University, in Jew
niques, the result of which is York City," or Professor Jeffries, a tenunsurprisingly, a faulty conclusion,
ured head of African American Studies
Mr. Lake's first errors come in his atCity College of New York, may tell his
use of sweeping generalizations. His view students of a Zionist conspiracy to disof college speech codes as harmless pro- credit himself. Would a white professor
tective measures strikes one as a bit ide- be granted this same leeway? Would
alistic, if not absurd. One wonders how Trinity invite David Duke to speak at
Mr. Lake would react to being disciplined Commencement?
QBYJAYWISE

Wanted:
Inflammatory Writers
If you think you fit the bill, submit
writing samples to Wife iV, Box 1310.

World & Nation ... It's Everything.

Mr. Lake's second mistake comes
when he argues for a new, multi-cultural
perspective in American History. Here,
his argument becomes rather disingenuously nebulous. Mr. Lake argues that
"Instead of studying history as one huge
cultural mishmosh, many histories
should be studied separately; in order to
gain a fair and equal representation of
the various perspectives on history." Is
he speaking here of college? If so, why
just college? Why not high school? Or

kindergarten? Mr. Lake fails to offer a
viable plan for any of these.
Instead, he writes that history
classes should be broken up into, say, a
white male American History 101, and a
Native American history 102 class. Here,
Mr. Lake's argument, through treading
the ice of reason, plunges and drowns in
the frigid waters of absurdity. For who is
to say that those two classes are all that
please see following page

; M. B. A.
IF You DON'T HAVE THE NUMBERS,
YOU WONT GET THE LETTERS.
_THL

EHCU
West Hartford

233-7788

WELL MAKE SURE YOU MAKEIT.
LSAT.GMAT«GRE«MCAT
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WORLD AND NATION
History...
continued from previous page

are needed, to satisfy a multicultural
perspective requirement? I'm sure that a
sizable faction would wish for there to be
an African American History 103 class.
And what about the Hispanics? That
makes four classes. Of course, we can't
forget Jewish-American history 105, and
then, obviously the Italians (106) and the
Irish (107) would each want their own
"perspective." Don't leave out the Japanese Americans and the Chinese Americans (108 and 109) That makes nine
classes, two semesters worth of history
requirements. But that's O.K. We are acquiring a multicultural perspective.
Perhaps Mr. Lake would call this
argument ridiculous. But is it really ridiculous to expect, once the first division
is made, that each ethnic group would
somehow feel slighted? Who is Mr. Lake
to decide which group's contributions
merit a separate class?
Rather than opening the door to a
broader understanding, this sort of division leads to a greater politicization of
history and ultimately to racism as ethnic groups concentrate on what makes
them unique and different and then, inevitably, on what makes them better.
The premise that America is built

on is that each of these groups has sacrificed (unwillingly, in the case of some
African Americans) some of their cultural identity (as Europeans, as Asians,
as Africans, as Hispanics) to become
American.
Rather than create divisions, let's
fry to bring these groups together. Let
each group retain their ethnic identity,
but also let them unite our history. The
only possible course is to attempt to build
a United States History class incorporating all perspectives. It, no doubt, is an
elephantine task, but it is far better than
thedivisive measuresMr. Lake proposes.
Last year, a friend of mine at NYU,
noting with disdain the proliferation of
area studies programs wrote a heavily
ironic editorial asking rhetorically for his
own program, a course in Japanese-Ir ishAmerican history, for which he received
no small volume of hate mail from various other ethnic groups. This is Mr. Lake's
new multiculturalism, the fruit of the
new "understanding" that he speaks of
in his article.
It is rather ironic that Mr. Lake
could ever have called his version of
multi culturalism "enlightened," far more
so that he could ever have welcomed it
with an open mind. For this "new version," can and will do more to shut minds
through racism (of speech, of history)
than anything else. ($$j

Electoral Reform Will
Induce Needed Change
Necessary First Steps: Limits To
Congressional Terms,sonal
Campaign
Funds
wealth or by pandering to the poD BYDOMLARUFFA
.. World & Nation Writer

As faceless commentators pronounce the end of the "American century," we find ourselves being pushed
toward a gloomy, dark horizon. Economic growth is decreaing; the infrastructure is collapsing; the S+L debacle is
reverberating; the health care crisis is
deepening; scholastic achievement is slipping; pollution is poisoning; AIDS is killing; the drug problem is worsening; poverty is spreading; and crime, oddly
enough, is increasing. Having lost control of our collective fate, we are a nation
very much in decline.
Government, the recourse of the
people, is failing miserably in its mission. It seems that the present members
of government, particularly those who
legislate, are unable, or unwilling, to act
effectively in the interest of the people.
Therefore, these legislators, or at least a
significant number of them, should be
removed from office in favor of new
talent. The
details of this necessary transtalent.
ThedetausortnisneLWHxuyuaiio
fer of political power ought to be left to
S e discretion oPf the voting public.
Inthismatter,however,thesovereismty of the people is undermined by a
S e n i whkh perpetuates the current
of Congress (and the state
Limitations on campaign

litical machine of one of the major parties, accumulate "war chests" which only
one of their own kind can rival. Instead
of having a citizens' legislature, we are
"represented" by an institution which
wavers between being an oligarchy and
being "bought."
If limitations were to be imposed
upon campaign funding, then the people
of the United States could reclaim Congress for themselves. In races for the
House of Representatives, a limit in the
neighborhood of $10,000 would be appropriate ($20,000 for the Senate). While
such a sum would not be affordable for
most citizens, it would, in fact, be relatively easy for a candidate to raise if he/
she received support from his/her community. The candidate, in finding it so
easy to raise the necessary amount of
money to conduct a competitive campaign, would have little reason to seek
out the patronage of private individuals
and special interest groups (although
the candidate could still be corrupted
once in office).
Limits of campaign fundingwould
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also lessen the power of the Republican
andDemocraticparhes. Presen lymos
candidates who lack personal fortunes
must seek the sponsorship of a party i
they wish to raise a viable amount o
money. In doing so, candidates must
espousebeUefswhichareconsistentwith

would remove this particular obstacle, it
shouldbeppintedoutthatthetwomajor
^ Y ISSgspresentlystandvitisnext ^ parties wouldTetain i M M of
toimPoSeformostciozenstomakea
grassroots volunteers. •Nevertheless
^^*ZZ°rm<rre«s.
A person of limitations on campaign funding would
,, whether through per-

ing against the compromise of that

Excuses and Addictions
•

BY JAY BAREA
World & Nation Writer

You see these people all the rime.
Theguydown the hall who chainsmokes
two packs a day and coughs up black
pieces of lung. He says he wants to quit.
The frat boy who drinks so much that he
ends up using last night's dinner as a
pillow. He says he wants to quit. The
donut-eating polyester-wearing behemoths who sit their fatbutts in every talk
show chair they can fit into, They say
they want to quit. What could possibly
be making these people do these things
against their will? The pack of Camels,
the Rum and Cokes, the Cave Cheeseburger?
What I'm saying is that addiction
is a sham. No inanimate object can make
you do something you don't want to do.
Thus, if you smoke, then you want to
smoke. The people who tell you they
can't stop, that they can't control their
own bodies are lyin^. Imagine that; unable to control their own bodies. Now I
could understand it if this drug merely
took control of a hand or a leg, but do you
realize how many parts of the body are
needed to drive to a bar and order a drink
or walk to the store, buy a pack of cigarettes arvd light one? It takes both arms,
"bothlegis, the mouth <ind thebr.iin ju^t to
name a few. That's a tall order tor a di ug
that can/t move or,even speak foi that

do admit that there is such a thing as
physical addiction, but I believe that is
merely the price you have to pay for
quitting. If you can't stand the physical
withdrawal then you don't want to quit
hard enough. If you can't stop drinking,
smoking or eating thenletsfaceir,you're
a weak person. I don't care how much
you want a cigarette, I don't care if alcoholism runs in your family, I don't care if
you're always hungry. Hey, everybody's
got their problems, this world sucks. So,
either grit your teeth and quit, or stop
whining about it. We don't want to hear,
we have our own problems.
Ultimately what you people end
up doing is ruining all the fun for the rest
of us. Just because you can't handle it,
we get these high minded busybodies
who think they can dictate their own
morals on everyone else. Becauaepeople
die of lung cancer, you must not smoke.
Because there are alcoholics, you must
not drink. Because people contract heart
disease from overeating, you must eat
sparsely. What these moralists don't
understand is'that you can do these
things, just hot to such an extantthatyou
end up seriously hurting yourself.
So I don't want to hear you complain that you can't stop. Control yourself and stop ruining all the fun of eating,
drinking and smoking for the rest of us
who can handle it lijce mature adults.
Ultimately.; everyone has'control over
Uieir ovvft b^te9|_|6*0^ei5i')£^Efe'willec{
t crybaby j p ^ j r a ^ e ^ ^ ^ » b l e of quityou realize that the concept of addiction
is a wlf-tulfilling prophecy:^)

"xulers" distinct from the masses. Aliencandidate's principles.
• •^^•l••:^s,^c#onsf©r|Can^aigril:^m;ding. ated from the people whom they purport
would do much;to GbRecf ^ | .fifsfiii: to represent senior members of Confor
state of affairs. Firstly, ItwenM&ar.eafe a gress are too often self-serving. Take,
;
huge pool of potential candidates. Where instance, the Keating Five, More, comwe can now only choose between monly, however, alienation causesthese
multimillionaires and those who "toe individuals to work for laws which do
the party line," we could elect a repre- not advance the interests of their consentative who might be a school teacher, stituents. In other words, they aj?e not
a journalist, or perhaps even a starving performing their duty as custodians of
artist. More importantly, It would intro- the people.
Unfortunately, due to such factors
duce new ideas to mainstream America.
Without a doubt, both Republicans and as name recognition, prestige, andpower,
Democrats currently suffer from a bad these politicians are continually reelected
case of intellectual stagnation—the "vi- in spite af their glaring shortcomings.
sion thing." By opening up the political The only solution, therefore, is to set a
process to people of diverse socioeco- limitation on the number of terms which
nomic stations, a wider spectrum of a member of Congress may serve. Four
views would assuredly be presented to terms in the House, and three terms in
voters; in reducing the ideological tyr- the Senate seem appropriate. The former
anny of the two party system, free think- corresponds to two Presidential terms,
ers would be more likely to attain politi- while the latter roughly coincides with a
generation. While some observers might
cal office.
Finally, limits on campaign fund- warn that Congress needs experienced
ing would bring an end to the monopoly ' leaders for times of national crisis, a genof incumbents. Recent Congressional eration is a sufficient amount of time to
elections have yielded a reelection rate gainpoliticalexpertise. Besides, a tenure
of approximately ninety-five percent. in the Senate can always be preceded by
This is no mean feat. A "leveling of the service in the House. The steady turnplaying field": would- benefit challeng- over which term limitations necessarily
ers, especially independents, by enabling cause wouldprovide a constant influx of
them to invest comparable amounts of new ideas and fresh talentinto Congress.
money in their campaigns. This would These individuals would also be more in
presumably translate into significantly touch with the needs of their constitu• .lower reeleetion.figures.vj; ;.•••••• i': -."i/f. ients.
While these two reforms would in
Limits on thepurnhjeir of ^terms
which an incumbent may Serve' irf'cffjee' no way solve the many pressing probis another reform which jvvould restore lems which confront us, they would make
the authority of the people ovet their our political system much more condurepresentative institutions. Currently, cive to change —something whichpeople
there are simply too many "permanent" of all political orientations acknowledge
members of Congress. These ihdiyidu-' as needed. In addition, by laying the
als are reelected time and time again, ground work for a more egalitarian govand have been professional politicians ernment, these reforms would help to
much longer than |hey have been ciyil- bring about change which would hopeiarts. This results in the creation of a set fully promote the common good more •
of, persons who tegard themselves as effectively.^
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Founded At Trinity, Alpha Chi Rho's Tradition Continues
•

Crow also maintains a visible presence within the community, working on
several projects as part of its service-oriented policies. These include last year's
Hartford Hunger Cleanup, the RA Challenge (in conjunction with Kappa Kappa
Gamma), and a Haunted House for Community Outreach's Halloween festivities.
Manybrothersparticdpate in the Big Brother
program as well. Dedicated to at least one
project each semester, they are determining
which charity they will devote their energies
i i ~r 1 tliis scme'-'ei

BY RAN BARTON, III
Features Editor

Of all the fraternities that Trinity has
had in the last century and a half, only one of
them originated here. Since its founding on
June 4,1895 in Northam 11, Alpha Chi Rho
has remained a strong symbol of tradition
and continuity in the midst of great changes
in Trinity's character.
In the last 96 years, Crow has grown
to nearly 60 chapters nationwide. Here at
i nih [I L 1 hjPMCh if U i •- biMilei*. i il

The Brothers of Alpha Chi Rjo, Pall 1991 — First Row: Mike Wallace, Joe Porto, Saul
Snowise, Pat McKeigue, Matt McGowan, Sean Cafferty, Canny Miller, Jon Niland, Pete
Cuomo, Joe Gugliotta, matt Epstein, Adam Laput Second Row: Tad hazleton, Steve
McIntyi^jDaveDevli^JohnDauphineejRickDerey^anKinstantyjKevuiKavanaugh,
Rob Hayes, Ryan Martin, Mike McHugh, Jason Masi, Jim Lane, Dave Golas, Mike Wilson
PSI and Umoja House to demonstrate their ance as to what a fraternity can do for the
Brothers, and the College, and Community.
common relations.
When asked about the all too preva- Our gravest fault is the lack of communicalent Crow-s tereotypes that exist, their presi- tion to thepressonouractivities and projects
dent, John J. Dauphinee '92 commented, which the Community benefits from or the
"All stereotypes are based on the past. We College.
know what our stereotype is,butwefeelthat
"If we could change one thing about
if you look at us closely, and know what the oiirfratennity,Itrurikitwouldbetheharidful
brotherhood represenfcs,you'll see we're not of brothers in the pas t who broke the boundthatstereotype. It'sahindrance,butitdoesn't aries which our Brotherhood stands for and
change the way we really are.
created the reputation which some of the
"Thefraternityhasbecomevery close faaUty,administrarionandstLidentsstillhold
with its National Chapter since the threat of to the men of our house. We... are here in a
extinction or coed frats. With this relation- new light - our own light - do not judge us
ship stronger, Crow has much more guid- in the dark." ($$
111 \ crnon Street — Home of the Phi Pii Chapter of Alpha Chi Bho Tr-itormtj

eigKt pledges testify mat xn.e AXP Mother
Chapter is as healthy as ever
Among- Crow's Founding fathers
were two Phi Beta Kappas, and that academic heritage lives on in today's brotherhood, along with a strong dedication to
at|tfe|cs, Withovertwo-thirdsofthebrother^g&ying Varsity sports, Crow has brothers on thefootball/lacrossejhockey/basketball, and baseball teams.

To encourage academics within the
Greek community, Crow has long sponsored an annual GPA contest among the
various resident fraternities. As part of an
ongoing effort to educate the brotherhood,
and in cooperation with the Women's Center, Crow has invited a speaker to discuss
Sexual Assault Awareness. Crow also sponsors onenon-alcoholiceventeach semester,
as well as sponsoring joint parties with B-

BY BRIAN JOHNSON

One day only, the first 150
people to show Trinity ID'S
will receive a
FREE 6" sub (11-4)
Saturday Oci 12th

593 Broad S I
244-9498
In an arnateur science experiment,
young Charles Montferry runs into
some unexpected difficulties.
The- Tripod sincerely regrets neglecting: to credit Brian Johnson for his cartoon Nonsense.
Mr. Johnson's work has long been <J staple of the Features section, and we welcome Ms return to these pases.
1
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FEATURES
Vinnie Scorlione For President...Or Else

•

BYCHRISTOPHERGENEMOKEA
Features Writer

The United States of America is a
blessed land. We are a country based on
freedom and equality. Look at some of
the names that have led us through the
years: Washington, Lincoln, Reagan.
These are names that exude strength and
power. Conversely, did you ever notice
the lack of vowels ending our President's
last names. This is a travesty against
Italian-Americans. Somehow, somewhere, someone is conspiring to keep a
paison out of the Oval Office. Well, the
time has come for a man with both charm
and a persuasivenature to take the reigns
of our country. The time has come for
Vinnie Scorlione.
Vinnie was born in the little Italy
section of New York with his seventeen
brothers and sisters. They were a poor
lot, his father was a fishmonger while his
mother cooked most of the time. Yet
Vinnie had a dream to better himself. He
was good with numbers, so he sold them
on his paper route. From this, he became
friendly with the great Vito Machiavelli
who is a success story in his own right.
Vito came over from Italy to start one of
the largest family-owned businesses in
America. I believe it has something to do
with construction . It's funny but al-

though his company buys ahellofalotof
concrete, they never seem to build anything.
Nevermind, thafsnotimportanttoourstory.
Vinniebecame friendly with Vito and
often did odd jobs for him to earn both
money and respect (and a few scars but
what's a little blood between a capo and his
boy). With the hopes of attaining prominence in the world, Vinnie attended UCLA.
No, not the one in California. Vinnie went to
the University on the Comer of Lexington
Avenue where he majored in accounting
(they hit you once, you hit them twice. That
way you keep things even).
After graduation, Vinnie worked
with a judge. Actually, he worked on the
judge until the poor guy relented and
gave him a job with the state. During
those early years, Vinnie worked with
the unions a great deal, especially the
teamsters. Vinnie became famous for the
quote, "I dig Jimmy Hoffa, in a hole out
in #$%*&A Trenton." Wait a second,
they never proved that quote came from
him. He did become famous for the
quote, "I believe in America." Thesefour words propelled him into the political arena.
A major barrier blocking Vinnie's
ascension into the presidency is his public debating ability. Just last week Vinnie
got into trouble during his debate with
the incumbent George Bush. In response

"Our foreign policy demands speto the question "What would your foreign
policy be in response to the happenings in cial attention due to all these, uh, happenings in theSoviet Union. Thus,Ihave
the Soviet Union?", Vinnie answered:
"Happenings in the Soviet Union?" appointed Jimmy the Enforcer to lead
After it was explained to him ex- our foreign policy. Jimmy is a family
actly what has happened in the Soviet man (GambLno, I think) and works to
keep law and order, as well as your teeth
Union recently, he then responded:
"You mean some guys kidnapped if you cross him. Heh, heh, I'm only
their boss and he ain't done nuthin' yet? kidding. They call that political humor.
If they tried that stuff with me, ba-da"Ultimately, I want our country to
ding ba-da-boom, dead. I'd make that be a place where the citizens feel safe, as
Russia place look like a piece of Swiss long as you pay your taxes. If you don't
#$%*& cheese."
pay yourprotectionmoney,Imean taxes,
As you may gather, this debate expect a visit from my paison Tony the
alienated a large portion of Vinnie's fol- Blade. They call him the blade because
lowing. Although his hopes for the presi- he'll shoot you if you don't pay."
dency may be dampened, it would still
Before all the Italians in this school
be a sight to see if he wins. I would be try to kill me, know that I am Italian
willing to bet the inauguration speech myself and love the Italian culture imwould be close to the following (imagine mensely. I think an Italian first lady
a very thick Italian accent):
would do wonders for the White House.
"Thank you all, my fellow God- Plastic coverings for the couches and
fearing Americans. Wehaveagoodding chairs would look lovely. Tours of the
going on in this country of ours. Never- White House would take on new meanda-less, some changeshave been deemed ing when Mrs. Scorlione invites guests
necessary by yours truly. Undermynew for dinner: "Don't worry, come and sit
secretary of education, Johnny the Fish, down. I'll just boil some more water and
all schools will now be Catholic. I was cook some pasta." Hell, just to see the
raised that way and Ltoined out smart President tending to his tomato garden
and all. People say our public schools are on the White House lawn merits my
outta control. Well, let me tell you, noth- vo te. Ultimately, when it comes down to
ing strikes more fear into a kid than a a choice, I'd rather have a President that
has his hair greased rather than his palms.
ruler-yielding, habit-wearing nun.

Birthdays & Sdtter IfI Only Had Time...
stripper or possibly purdnase narcotics.
The first time I purchased narcotics, I
Features Writer
was in London and was driven five miles
outside of the dry by a Nigerian in a blue
"Thetrafficmovesuncommonlyslow."
These were my thoughts last week as Volvo 760. The four Americans with whom
I raced from Norton, Massachusetts in order I had been boozing were bent on getting
home withamindful of chemicals orahandtoarriveintimeformyTuesdaymorning8:30
class. However, within the great state of fuloffrozenburrito. Without a Chucky's for
Connecticut, it becomes quite apparent that three fhousandmile,naturally, they dtovefor
everyone was taught to drive by their Morn. the gutter.
However,thatisentirelyanotherstory.
Thisisunfortunateforthemsinceeveryonein
New York was taught to drive by their older Narcotics wereoutof the questionand never
brother, and everyone in Massachusetts was really were an issue. It is the violence that
taught by the guy with whom their parents these illegal dubs produce that we find alluring. Do not forget about that man named
forbade them to associate.
The traffic was backed-up for almost Lopez thatreceived eighty-eight consecutive
unnoticeable half mile, yet I found myself life sentences for torching a night dub after
reaching for the dgarettes I usually keep to being thrown out into the stteet for being an
throw at the homeless guys that slobber over embarrassing drunk. Iassumecardingatfhe
my windshield with wet rags. I had a can of ViewwouldberelaxedifMartyknewwehad
those cajones.
MountainDew,myshirtwasoffandtheNPR
*****
had long been replaced by a bootlegged reSpeakingofwhidvthelaminatedphoto
cording of a local thrash band.
Suburbanites had the look of terror in IDthatwasissuedtomebythestateofMassatheir eyes as Imade ita point to cutoff only ihe chusetts, no longer has any connection with
largestvehidesontheroad. Idon'twastemy driving anymore. I am waiting for it to age.
time with tlie foreign and fiberglass sphere. I After all, apparently, I will purchase no wine
drive an Oldsmobile, a part of a dying breed. before its time. License to drive nothing. Ifs
When this car was manufactured, pounds of my license to drink, and fortunately, no one
steel per person was far more important than looks at the month of my birth any more - as I
miles per gallon; rather, in my case, gallons amfledglingtwentyyearold-andlifeisgrand.
Iturntwentyinonemonth,andSdtter
permile.
is flyingup from Austinin order toinsure that
Withwhiteknucldes,theminionsfrom
SoutliWindsorandVernonairsedmelikean Ihandlefheeventwifh dignity and decorum.
unwanted child as they stare at my This we will keep in mind as we writhe in
Massachussetts-issuedlicenseplateandcring- hatred in the middle of the street as motorists
ing because of it. Tossing back my head, I demand that we roE toward the sewer and
laughed aloud while doing a decent seventy consider swimming fully dothed across the
through thebreakdownlane,hopingthatthe Charles River into the dty of Cambridge
first light I saw would be red so I could where we will be sure to take quite a beating
spitefullyblowthroughit I want these com- by both local youths and officers of the law
alike.
muters to know that (heir fears are reaL
What's the point. There is none.
I know mine were last Saturday.
*****
I'm a senior. '
IspentlastSaturdaynightinEastProvidence for lack of anything better to do. Com- Slieikh StevenN.Rahman isaamtributingvmter to the
pletely wired and driving a little too fast, we features section. He plays the saxophone, enjoys water
sports, and travel He currently lines in seclusion in
cruised around looking for the perfect LatinNortham and encourages creative responses to this
American dance dub in which we hoped to
see an atrocity, meet a fairly well-endowed
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After all, we're Features - we're here to help.
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Of Carillons And Stranger Things...
D

BY CLIFF FULLER

Features Writer

The curious pilgrims assembled unceremoniously at the
base of the Tower, waiting for the
door to be opened. The chapel was
as silent as a deceased librarian.
Some of the pilgrims coughed into
clenched fists, others gaped at the
impossible architecture, still others
took their solemn surroundings for
granted. The travellers had gathered on this impatient, waning hour
to see the sun set. To hear the sun
set.
From amid the darkness, the
Carillonneur emerged. With a cacophonous flourish of keys, she unlocked the Tower door, while the
pilgrims stood on tiptoe. At last
with a tug the door reluctantly
opened, and the group shuffled forward to peer. "Follow the steps,"
the Carillonneur whispered, "It's
longer than you think." One at a
time, the curious pilgrims mounted
the spiral stairwell and entered the
belly of the Tower. The pilgrimage

MARKETING
IN YOU* fUTUft£?

had begun.
Ninety-eight steps curl skyward toward the sounds and sights
of the setting sun, and the pilgrims
are anxious as they ascend. An occasional, naked lightbulb struggles to
illuminate the Tower's innards.
Some of the 1.8 million bricks which
strengthen the structure are snugly
brushing against the travellers'
shoulders as they tread closer to their
destination. They pass sealed alcoves, derelict organs, abandoned
bird's eggs, and sixty years of the
Tower's dusty existence until at last
they reach the carillon.
The pilgrims stop to rest, and
to prepare themselves for the sunset, as orchestrated by the dormant
carillon. With a huff and a puff, the
Carillonneur appears, and takes her
place in front of the keyboard. "Sun's
about to set," she gasps, motioning
to the ladders.
There are four ladders that the
pilgrims must climb. Each are of
cold metal and deceptively high.
One by one, they carefully tackle the
rungs and ascend higher, closer to
the object of their quest. A few
agorophobes lag behind, their pilgrimage stalled by the 163 foot high
Tower's presence. Asked if the Car-

illonneur fears the height, she scoffs.
"Of course not," she says with disdain as the remaining pilgrims
huddle close to her.
Meanwhile, the climbing pilgrims, undaunted by the dizzying
heights, reach the open tracery,
where more than fifty bells are kept,
within reach of the ladder that the
pilgrims are ascending. The pilgrims are also exposed to the winds,
which whistle the harmony
through the wire mesh of the tracery, as if reminding the carillon of
the words it must sing to the sunset. One pilgrim dares to touch one
of the voices which constitute the
chorus of the carillon. It is cold
and unmoving, a 5600 ton baritone
which anchors the five octaves of
melody above it. Shivering, the
pilgrim presses on.
At last, the pilgrims reach the
top. The four unfinished spires of
the Tower loom arrogantly above,
the gargoyles that were never carved
for them existing in a nether-world.
Stone caricatures of grinning jesters, workman, and students are eternally awake to greet them, however,
and to introduce them to the sun.
Within moments, it begins its descent.
.'.I'.''

As the sun sets the sky like a
king's table, the pilgrims are mesmerized. The Carillonneur, on cue,
begins to play, and the bells serenade in return. With clenched fists
and teeth, the Carillonneur strikes
the wooden handles and stomps on
the foot pedals with urgency. She is
a flurry of activity, seemingly as far
from music as humanly possible. But
the sounds she creates are beautiful.
The sun is electric yellow, a golden
sauce which bathes the broccoli-like
stalks of trees in the Hartford area
and which tans the pilgrims' hides.
From the pit of the Tower's tummy,
this wonderful music bellows forth
and reverberates in the campus' ears.
The frenetic Carillonneur continues
her slapstick symphony, until the
sun has finally cleared the table, leaving a scarlet residue behind.
The pilgrims are deafened and
elated. For a long time they survey
their realm, in which everything
looked magnificent for a short time.
They recall the majesty and the perfect choreography of the Tower's
bells and of the sun's set. Then, one
by one, the satisfied pilgrims descended the chapel's grand Tower,
Waiting for another opportunity to
gather and to hear the sun once more. v$>
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ARTS
Spectacular Opera Dazzles All:
Verdi's "Aida" at the Hartford Civic Center
•

BY COURTNEY SPERRO
Arts Writer

Thursday October 3 and Saturday October 5 the Hartford Civic Center
became an impassioned Egyptian playground.
As staged by the very talented
David Morelock, bolstered by a cast of
1001 dramatists, and including live exotic animals, the Connecticut Opera began its 50th season with a lavish if not
downright dazzling production of
Guiseppe Verdi's tragic tale of love and
war, "Aida".
Set upon a magnificent stage
depicting an Egyptian Pylon temple
measuring 130 feet wide with 80 foot
pyramids, "Aida" moves viewers visually and emotionally, creating, what the
Artistic Director George G. Osborne calls
"one of the most electrifying performances of Verdi's opera ever produced
anywhere in the world."
Incorporating breath-taking
costumes embellished with sequins,
beads, and feathers and providing rhythmic and sensual dance sequences evoking the intensity of an exotic Middle Eastern land at war, "Aida"' excites with its
melodramatic storyline.
Amidst the splendor of
pharohic prominence, Aida., forcefully
taken from her Ethiopian homeland, falls
in love with Radames, commander of the
Egyptian army. At the same time,
Radames (a tenor), is pursued by the
arrogant and vindictive Amneris. She is
the daughter of the king, and Aida serves
her as a humble displaced slave.
UponEgypt's victory over their
Ethiopian enemies, Aida learns that her
father, Admondasro, has been taken cap-

tive. Unbeknownst to the peoples, he is
ruler of the Ethiopians. An emotionally
high-pitched love triangle results, pitting man vs. woman, ruler vs. subject,
father vs. daughter, and nation vs. nation. In such unstable times along the
Nile, duty especially clashes with passion.
As the musical undulates in a
race for operatic dominance, Radamace
elects to flee his land of glory with the
humble slave/princess Aida. Later, when
discovered a traitor, he is sentenced to
death; the high priests demand that he be
burned alive in a tomb.
Dramatically and with heartwrenching warmth, Aida sneaks into
Radamace's tomb. The show closes as
the two lovers share a fateful death. Suffocating and gasping for last breaths,
they sing "O terra addio" (O Earth,
goodbye).
Starring the internationally
known Natalie Rom (Aida) and Nicola
Mactinucci (Radames), the opera also
included returning Hartford singers
Leslie Richard (Amernis), Stefan
Szafarowsky (Raphis), Andrew Smith
(Amondasro), and David Goth as King.
Innovatively, the productions too included hundreds of local residents serving as soldiets, ladies-in-waiting, and
servant priests. Each character bears
either a rose, a spear, a scarf, or a staff.
In addition to amoving but simplistic plot, astonishing vocal talents, and
eye-catching props, "Aida" thrills the
audience with luscious lyrical displays.
Musical high-points include Radamace's
sung praises of love for his enslaved
Aida in "Rittorna Aida" and Aida's
"Riitorna Vinctor", a plea for the Gods to
spare her beloved's life in battle.
While most of the operatic and

The elaborate Egyptian stage design of "Aida"
narrative interactions occur on isolated
portions of the gigantic stage, the apex of
the spectacle utilizes a full 2/3rds of the.
Civic Center floor (usually containing
the Hartford Whaler's hockey rink).
Constituting the most breathtaking segment of the show. Act II Scene
I allows for the parading of 2 elephants,
20 horses, 4 camels, a giraffe, and a zebr a.
Mesmorizingly, belly dancers wiggle,
holding a live snake above their heads,
and 350 chorus members carry war spoils-,
tusks, icons, and alms, all as offerings to
the victors. Trumpets toot, and, along
with the orchestra, offer an unforgettable tribute to <both the Gods and the
hero Ramadaee: a toe-tapping triumphal

march.
Despite such circus-like arrangements, the lighting by James F.
Franklin, costumes byCharlesCaine,and
sets by James Merillstone, deserve par-:
ticularrecognition. Balletinterludes (provided by Hartford Ballet dancers) and
dynastic processions serve to balance
vocals with physical activity.
Ten years have passed since the
last Connecticut Opera production of
"Aida". Acknowledging that bigger is
not always better, the short-showing fall
1991 production - seen by over 16,000
individuals - truly proved itself "the best,
most spectacular opera ever in Connecticut." $ '
..
•••.*.*

Renowned Violinist to Perform
inGoodwin Theater October 11
U

BY LAUREL PORTNOY
Arts Writer

Reknown violinist Benny Kim,
along with pianist Rohan De Silva, will
grace Trinity's Austin Arts Center with
works by Stravinsky, Mozart, as well as
other composers onFriday> October 11 at
8:15 p.m. in Goodwin Theater.
The program includes works
ranging from the traditional, Stravinsky's
"Suite Italienne" and Mozart's "Sonata
in C Major, K. 296," to the contemporary,
Gershwin-Heifetz's "It Ain't Necessarily So." Kim plays on a Stradivarius,
dated 1732, known as the "Ex-Radziwill."
Kim has distinguished himself
as a consummate artist with a riveting
sound and remarkable emotional depth
to his playing. He has appeared with
many of America's leading orchestras
including Chicago, St. Louis , and San

Diego. Mr. Kim has earned further
recognition for his performances at New
York's 92nd Street Y and with KBS Symphony in Seoul, Korea. He also serves as
the Artistic Director of France's Festival
de la Gesse.
The winner of many prestigious
awards including the Young Concert
Artists International Auditions, Benny
Kim is a graduate of the highly respected
Julliard School. Among the newpapers
to recognize Kim's talent is the Washington Post, which noted, "Kim's technique
was dazzling, but his emotional depth
and musical carriage are his real drawing cards. He is a style that touches the
peak of romantic violin playing. "
Certainly one of the major talents of his generation, Benny Kim will
astound music lovers with his intensity
and immediacy.
A Performance Pass Event. $
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ARTS
Movie Review
Bill andTed Do Shakespeare
•

BY CLIFF FULLER AND
AMYMCGILL
Arts Writers

Rosencrantz and GulidensterrvAre
Dead is Tom Stopard's screen adaptation of his own critically acclaimed play.
Stopard has succeeded in turning
Shakespeare's Hamlet on its existential
ear and injecting it with comedy both
farcical and sophisticated by presenting
it from the perspective of Rosencrantz
(Gary Oldman) and Guildenstern (Tim
Roth), two incidental characters. While
Hamlet and the res t of the castle perform
Shakespeare's tragedy, Ros and Guil are
left to their own devices in a world in
which they are not the masters of their
own fate. They, in essence, do nothing and it is in the disarming, alienating, and
most elaborately eloquent way in which
they do that which establishes them as
the comic and tragic heroes.
Oldman (Sid and Nancy) isclumsy,
dim-witted, and buffoonish as
Rosencrantz. His humor is often broad
slapstick, from forgetting his name to
falling down a flight of stairs. Ahilarious
running gag sees his discovery of gravity, steam power, and a host of other
scientific breakthroughs fall to his
sidekick's deaf ears.
Roth fVincent & Theo) plays the
"straight man" - but he is just as prone to
philosophically ruminating about nothinf together they are a medieval vaudeville Jeam - equal parts Abbot and

Costello, Laurel and Hardy, and even
Bill and Ted (Hamlet greets them as his
. "most excellent, good friends"). Because
each character is equally goofy, they are
often mistaken for one another, by the
King and Queen or even themselves.
Both Oldman and Roth are stellar in their
roles - whether showing their mental
ineptitude or their fear as they search for
their identity.
The look of the movie contributes
to its feelings of nonsense and also of
aloneness. The kingdom is desolate and
decaying, with voices reverbrating endlessly within. Corridors lead politely to
nowhere while the mood is like a cloudy
Sunday afternoon.
The movie does live up to its reputation as a comedy, but preparation may
be the key to further enjoying it. One's
knowledge of Hamlet and / or Stopard's
play is essential in understanding the
clever wordplay, the fluid transitions,
and the fates of Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern. This movie is an intelligent comedy.
Richard Dreyfuss turns up in a
solid supporting role as the Player, an
actor whose line between reality and fiction is blurred, lain Glen, as Hamlet, is
the quintessentialpale-faced protagonist.
In all, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern's
Existential Journey is a hilarious and
enjoyable one. Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern Are Dead plays at the
Cinestudio from Oct. 13 - Oct. 15 (during
Reading Week).
'

Photographer Leslie DiRusso's photographic choronicle of her "unauthorized"
travels through Tibet in the early 1980's.

Journey Through Tibet
turned to their homeland for the first
time since their exit and who wept at
Assistant Arts Editor
their families plight.The hardships of the
'A Potrait of Tibet'- A breathtak- Tibetan people had such an impact on
ing visual journey through Tibet was DiRUsso that when she returned to the
one of the many public exhibitions on United States she extensively researched
display in the Austin Arts' Widener gal- the Tibetan people. She, in fact met with
lery during October 3-18. The exhibition His Holiness the Dlai Lama and they
is a photographic chronicle of the Ti- shared their impressions of Tibet. She
betan people as seen through the eyes of returned to Tibetan soil again for a secLeslie DiRusso, who spent six months in ond time this summer. During her stay in
China and Tibet. After obtaining a black Dharamsala, India, DiRusso was invited
market visa in Hong Kong ,DiRusso tried to tea in the home of the Dalai Lama's
independently throughout China logging brother, Nigari Rimpoche,where she saw
8000 miles without the constraints of a family photographs taken inLhasainthe
government guide. Despite attempts by late 1940s by Heinrich Harrer which
Chinese officials to block her passage she seemed to have a great impact on her.
and another American woman managed Most of her pictures are of Budhist
to travel into the closed provinces of monastaries and monks. One of the most
Sinkiiang,Chinghai,and the capital city vivid pictures is of the the Ladakhi Pilof Tibet and under strict military control grim. Especially eye-catching is the conthus DiRusso was able to witness the trast of the gray cement walls of the
devastation since the Chinese invasion. monastry and the bright robes worn by
DiRusso was able to speak to English the monks. In all it is a very different look
speaking Tibetan refugees who had re- at Tibetan culture and way of life .
•

BY SUNNY ASGHAR

HartfordStage Opens With Dynamic March Of The Falsettos
Q BY COURTNEY SFERRO
Arts Writer

Friday, September the 28th's
performance of William Finn's "March
of the Falsetto's" and "Falsettoland" signified the opening of the Hartford Stage's
1991-1992 season.
Directed by Graciela Daniele,
the musicals delighted theatergoers not
only with their intricate and aerobic lyrics but also with their humane and lifeaffirming tale of one Jewish family's tragicomic breakdown.

The energetic plays - each running eighty minutes long, incorporating
songs and no spoken dialogue, and tracing the lives of five people over three
years - had never before been staged
together for a singular presentation. •
Centering on the neuroticlife of
Marvin, an upbeat, middle-aged, and
bisexual man, the shows, as according to
the Artistic Director Mark Lamos, "precisely catch the terror of the present and
take it out on a limb for us to look at with
great, tough humor, pathos, wit and
power,"
Originally produced at the
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Playwright's Horizons, Inc. in 1981,
"March of the Falsettos" focuses on the
break-up of Marvin's marriage to his
complacent wife Trina, played by Barbara Walsh. Through songs such as "I
Never Wanted to Love You" and "Love
is the Most Beautiful Thingin the World",
the story-line explores the heightened
dynamics of divorce, child custody, remarriage, and homosexual relationships.
Importantly, and in contrast to its atteritiveness to painful themes, the musical
delights with its comic mentality, suggesting that while life is often tragic, it is
often con'comittingly funny.
Marvin (Evan Pappas) wishes
to control his lover's passions while letting go of his hold oh his wife who has
married his psychiatrist. Alone, and in
relation to others, Marvin must face the
multifaceted aspects of love. Dramatically, his character poses the following
questions: who are we fit to love?, is love
blind?, when do we stop loving?, and
why are we most critical of those who
mean the most to us?
With convincing potency and
poignancy, Marvin learns to accept his
teenage son's quirkiness and his lover's
(Whizzer) boyishness by overcoming
immature possessiveness and achieving
a healthier autonomy..
Marked by a sensational cabaret rendition of "I'm Having a Breakdown", Barbara Walsh's Trina dazzles.
Similarly, Jason's (as portrayed by the

twins Etan and Josh Ofrane) silly yet
serious-minded "My Father is a Homo"
remains memorable.
"March of the Falsettos'" set, as
conceived by the very creative Ed
Wittstein, sets a tone for muted emotion
crisis through the use of few props,
stacked cubes, and a scribbled-uponbackdrop. In a minimalist fashion, the stage
contains only a parchment curtain (covering the entire wall) dotted with a child's
handwriting. Crayon-drawn phrases like
"Kid, Wife, and Lover, Love is Free, Love
is'Often Boring, and Lone not Love"
tease the mind and echo the performance
in front.
Cubes made of chrome and Sol
LeWitt-like forms slide and pile, providing an abstract platform for the players,
and the actors dress in casual up^to-date
fashions.
•
"Falsettoland" begins as the
phrase-ridden curtain moves to reveal a
large beige and white American flag.
Created ten years later in 1991, the second musical takes up where "March of
the Falsettos" ended, further investigates
Marvin's involvement and reunion with
Whizzer (Roger Bart), and provides
greater exposure for the psychiatrist
Mendel (Trina's second husband). ,
Adam Heller, an actor known
for his energetic portrayal of the Master
of the House in "Les Miserables", porPlease .see following page
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ARTS
Pamela Painter To Read From Her Works in English Dept.
D BY SARA WEDLOCK
Arts Writer

Imagine an estranged, uppermiddle-class couple in bed for the night.
The husbandpretends tobe asleep, wishing he were with his mistress, while his
wife remembers hearing the phone ring
and hoping desperately for news of her
husband's death. A burglar enters their
bedroom in search of valuables. Whatdo
you think happens? One would expect
both husband and wife to pretend to be
asleep, waiting for the burglar to leave:
" 'Kill him/ a voice whispers.
Slowly he turns to the bed, not believing
his bad luck.
" 'It's OK,' she whispers again,
trying to keep her voice calm, persuasive. 'Kill my husband. I'll pay tomorrow.' "
"Intruders of Sleepless Nights",
the story disrobed above, is just one of a
collection of stories by Pamela Painter
entitled Getting to Know the Weather.
According to Jayne Anne Phillips, author of Machine Dreams, "Painter's collection is aptly named. Her stories deal
with the weather of the heart and the
mind; with chance occurrence and its
strangely fateful interruption; with events
sensed, yet never quite predictable."

Getting to Know the Weather
was published in 1985 by the University
of Illinois Press, and one year later Ms.
Painter was the recipient of the Great
Lakes College Association New Writer
Award. Her stories have since been published in The Atlantic, Harper's, North
American Review, Ploughshares, additional periodicals, as well as having been
included in seven anthologies. She has
received a Massachusetts Artists Foundation Grant (1985) and an NEA Fellowship (1988).
In addition, Painter was a
founding editor of StoryOuarterly and
co-authored a book of writing exercises
for fiction writers entitled What If?, published in 1990 by Harper Collins. She is
currently Writer-in-Residence at
Emerson College and is a member of the
faculty for the Vermont College MFA
Program.
On Wednesday, October 9th,
Pamela Painter will read from her works
in the English Department Lounge, 115
Vernon Street, at 4 pm. Also on October
9th, Ms. Painter will hold a workshop for
interested students at 2:30 pm in room
108 of the English Department. Anyone
interested in the "weather of the heart
and mind", as most of us are, should
attend, dl!

Hartford Arts
Wadsworth Atheneum
October 8 : Noon Gallery TalkScared and Secular, AnneStellwagen,
curater of education.
October 12 : Children's Class, first session: Larger Than Life Potraits:A
Creative Drawing Class
1October 15: Noon Gallery Talk: Open Mind; The LeWitt Collection, Chris
Horton,associate professor of art,University of Hartford.

The Hartford Symphony Orchestra
October 15-16 : Season opening of Hartford Symphony Orchestra with
special guest,violinist Daniel Heifetz.
October 19: All American Caberet Led by Tibor Pustazi and special guest
Peter Harvey. 8pm
'

The Bushnell
October 18 : Series opens with the National Symphony Orchestra ,
conducted by world renowned maestro Mstislav Rostropovich. 8 pm.
October 22-27: Tommy Tune's Grand Hotel checks in. Winner of five
Tony Awards, this luxurious spectacular musical reflects the seamless, endlessly
fascinating dance of life. Experience the music of power and poverty, ballrooms
and boardrooms, scandal and romance, suspense and survival!

Connecticut Choral Artists
October 26: "The People's Choice!", a concert of choral works chosen by
the many members of the audience who were asked to cast their "ballots"
throughout the season. St. Thomas Seminary, Bloomfield. 8 pm,

Volunteers in Service to Education in India, Inc.
October 26: The classical Indian ballet "Meghdoot (The Cloud Messenger)"
creation of Kalidasa, India's greatest classical poet/dramatist will be staged at
Northwest Catholic High School, West Hartford, 7 pm.

t

Pamela Painter, author of Getting to Know the Weather, to read from her works
Wednesday, October 9.

"March Of The Falsettos" Opens
At Hartford Stage Company , «„
continued from previous page

tears and laughter, "March of the Falsettrays Mendel as nurturing and under- tos" and "Falsettoland" force the audistanding, especially in his operatic ex- ence to contemplate the disintegration of
the nuclear American family on a nachange "Everyone Hates His Parents".
Evan Pappas (Marvin) domi- tional and a private level. The characters
nates and diverts as he agonizingly comes are real, offering complex examples of
to terms "with loss of his lover/friend the awkward particulars of modern famWhizzer to AIDS, and he grows to view ily set-ups where "there are no answers"
his Bar Mitzvahed son as a man. His and the "rules keep shifting".
'By using perplexing musical
considerable talent greatly embellishes
two-numbers, "Isn't it about Time to arrangements where voices blend and
Grow Up?" arid "Everything Will Be compete in a web of intricate melodies
and by incorporating a perplexing doAllright".
"Falsettoland" provides peppy mestic premise, these plays establish
dance sequences and amusing lyrical moving, and inspirational biographies.
prances much like its prototype, yet it The Director, Graciela Daniele, a figure
differs, with the introduction of two ad- responsible for such current Broadway
ditional cast members. Dr. Charlotte hits like "Once on This Island", adds,
(Andrea Frierson) and Cordelia (Joanne that these characters "have crept painBaum) are lesbian friends of Marvin and fully into adulthood and achieved some
Whizzer. Dr. Charlotte diagnoses small sense of compassion and selfWhizzer with "the new virus that kills" awareness."
The performance ends with
and Cordelia offers comic relief by conWhizzer's untimely passing and the restantly cooking up kosher snacks.
A previous fixation on obses- vealing of an enormous back-drop quilt
sive love and sexual power shifts to a composed of patches containing the
tender intimation of friendship and com- names of men who have died of AIDS.
mitment. The ensemble rendition of This touching termination brings to mind
"Four Unlikely Lovers" suggests the sa- Marvin's powerful sung words, "Who
credness of this type of human intimacy. would I be if I had not loved you?/ I
Recognized nationally, "March wouldn't have known what love is."
Ultimately, the two musicals of the Falsettos" and "Falsettoland" have
won an Outer Critics Circle Award for carried by a cast of only eight players and
the best off-Broadway play along with acted upon a virtually empty stage - attwo Los Angeles Drama Critics Awards. test to the vulnerability and beauty of the
The Hartford Stage has not produced a human condition. Running nightly until
musical piece since 1985, and this show- November 2, "March of the Falsettos"
and "Falsettoland" should notbe missed.
ing deserves comparable acclaim.
Overall, the award-winning
Tickets can be purchased by calling
musicals provide a night of highly-recommended entertainment. Evoking both the Hartford Stage's Box Office at 525-5601.
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SPORTS
Women Play
To Even Week
continued from page 22

wasn't wasted.
On Saturday of Parent's Weekend,
Trinity played defending conference
champion Williams here in Hartford.
After lastyear'supsetofthePurple Cows,
the team was looking for another victory
this year. In a familiar scenario, Trinity
jumped out to an early lead/ but couldn't
hold on to it.
Once again it was Julie Edlund
who put the Bantams out in front.
Edlund's score gave the Bants the lead,
but the margain didn't last very long. A
wind aided shot beat Allison Bolk, who
was back in the net for Trinity.
Seven minutes later Williams
scored again, to give them a one goal
edge that would hold up throughout the
rest of the game.
Both teams defense's held solid for
the remainder of the game, and the Ephs
went away with the win.

Again Coach Pine was disappointed with Trinity's inability to hold a lead. "We haven't
really put together a full 90
minute effort yet," she said. The
team has now lost or tied three ^/^'
games in which they held an
early edge.
On the up side, Trinity has
started to get goal production
from a number of different
sources, instead of just one. That
has been very important for the
team, as that one source, tri-captain Sally Thayer '92 has been
blanked for three straight games.
After scoring six goals in the first
four games, Thayer hasbeenshut
down.
For the Bants to salvage
the season, they will have to put
everything together, and be able
to play consistently for ninety
minutes. Coach Pine thinks that
things still have a chance of dick- '
ing, "We have a good team, and juuTtoy tries to boot the ball past her Williams opponent.
the hard part of our schedule is Unfortunately, she wasn't successful. But she did find a great
done, so now it's all up to us/toft new place to buy knee braces when she travels to Williamstown.

ERICJEWITT

Field Hockey Defense Stellar
continued from page 24

DAVE HETHERINGTON
,_ i-captain and #1 player Ro Hc»witt wlams a volley
'past her Williams opponent this past Saturday.
Hewitt gnd her teammates lost to Williams, 7-2. The loss
drops the team's record to a disappointing 1-5-1 on the season.

Men's Soccer Ties Williams
cotttintiidfrom page 11

'92 used his speed to negate Williams'
attempts to play through balls. Forwards
Fierro and Tim Yates '94 were forced to
assume greater defensive roles as well
and, as a result, often received the ball too
far away from the Williams goal to mount
serious attacks. The Bants were clearly
only holding onto the lead.
The lead should have been enough,
especially the way Ward was playing, but
the law of averages finally caught up with
the Bants with only seven minutes left to
play, Williams found the far corner of the
net with a good low shot to knot the score
at one. The crowd, which for the entire
game had been riding the emotional
rollercoaster of one great save after another, was stunned to silence. It was as if
fate had.played a cruel joke on the Bants.
Momentum was now overwhelmingly in
Williams' favor and the Bants were in
danger of being swept up in it.
The Bants were stronger than this,
however. They regrouped and matched
Williams for the rest of regulation. In fact,
in the last minute Trinity had two corner
kicks, which all season have been their '
bread and butter when they needed it,but
the Williams defense was up to the challenge. The game went into overtime tied
at one. For thirty more minutes the two
teams battled. The physical nature of the
game by this point had forced Coach

Mighten to go deep into his bench. Forwards Mark Gruba '93 and, Paulo
Rodriguez '94, midfielders Carlos Vallejo
'93, Chris Piliero '94, and Damian Fox '95,
and defensman Stanley Stolarz '94 all contributed for the Bants.
Of all the plays made in overtime
none was more critical to the outcome of
the game thantheonemadebyCorrhierin
the second period. Williams had brought
the ball down the wing and crossed it into
the Bantam goalmouth. Ward, as he had
all day, came out to snare the ball out of the
air. mtheprocessne was hitbya Williams
forward and the ball was jarred loose.
Another Williams player scooped the ball
up and released a shot on the unprotected
Bantam goal. Cormier, however, had
backed up Ward on the play and was able
to dear the ball just before it crossed over
the goalline. That play preserved the tie.
Neither team could score after that
and the game ended tied at one. Ward
finished the afternoon with twenty saves,
but it might as well have been fifty. His
play was spectacular. The Bants, as a
whole, had played an incredible game
and this fact was not overlooked by Coach
Mighten who spoke to the team after the
game, Naturally, there was some disappointment in losing the lead so late in the
game, but the Bants had tied Williams, a
team that before the game no one could
even remember when the last time Trinity

Graves. And Graves shut out the defending EC AC champions. What more
need be said about her performance?
Earlier in the week, the defense
again played a stellar game, holding a
talented Amherst squad to a lone goal.
Gray againhad a great day, making seven
defensive saves.
Trinity drew firstblood in this contest when Monica Iacono fired a shot
from about twelve yards out, driving the
ball past Amherst goalie Bretton White.
Lindsey Davison again got her name in
the scoring book as she assisted Iacono's
goal.
That goal was the only scoring in
the first half, but exactly one minute into
the second half, Amherst's Kristen
Erickson put one past Graves.
The shot, taken from a seemingly
impossible angle, was the first goal given
up by the Bantams in over a game-and-ahalf. It is also the last goal they would
give up on the day.
had not lost to them was. In the process,
they gained the respectability they were
looking for and sent a message to the rest
of New England that they will be a team to
be reckoned with in the coming weeks.
The stage for the Bantam's great
effort on Saturday was set on the previous
Tuesday when the Bants destroyed Eastern Connecticut 5-1 at home. It was in this
game that the Bantams finally broke out
and put a team away, dominating every
aspect of the game. The victory avenged
a 1-0 loss last year at Eastern Connecticut
and verified the Bants belief that they
were a muchbetter team than their record
reflected. It also gave Coach Mighten the
opportunity to give some of the J.V. players a little Varsity experience.
The Bants opened the scoring midway through the first half when Peterson
collected a rebound off of a shot and drove
it into theupperlefthand corner of thenet.
Bruno followed a few minutes later with a
goal off of a corner kick to give the Bants a
2-0 lead. With about nine minutes left in
the half Evans scored on a loose ball off of
a long throw-in by Wray. The score at the
half was 3-0 with the Bants having thoroughly dominated the play. Coach
Mighten warned his team not to rest on
the lead, but to put Eastern away instead.
The second half saw more of the
same for the Bants. The Eastern offense
posed few problems for the Bantam de-

Regulation ended with a 1-1 tie,
which necessitated a ten-minute overtime period. The first nine minutes saw
the occasional shot, but few were threatening. When it seemed as though this
game were going to end up in a tie, Lexi
Rice '93 wound up and, in trademark
fashion, slammed the ball into the back
of the Lord Jeff goal. Game over. Trinity
2, Amherst 1.
Following Saturday's game,
Sheppard was so impressed with her
players that no words could do them
justice. All she could say was, "I'm
speechless." And so were most of those
in attendance after watching Trinity dismantle a powerful Williams team.
Yesterday afternoon, the Field
Hockey team traveled to Manhattanville
in search of their sixth consecutive win.
Based on their performances of the past
week, it seems likely that they got it.
Thursday afternoon at 4:00 is your next
chance to see the Field Hockey team play
as they host Smith College. (j$
fense. Ward only needed to make one
save for the game. The Trinity midfield
wasincompletecontrolofthegame. Coach
Mighten remarked that it was the best
performance by a Bantam midfield in his
two years at Trinity. With about thirty
minutes left Twichell headed in a corner
to make it 4-0 and only afew.minutes after
that Cassarino finished the Bantam scoring with a blast from close range. For
Cassarino it was his first career goal.
After the fifth goal Coach Mighten
substituted in several players who continued to pepper the outmatched Eastern
squad. Varsity defenders Rob Weber '94
and Stolarz were put in to maintain control in the back while freshmen J.V. players Brian Gendrdn, Chase Toogood,
Charley Foley and Tim Chisholm all saw
action. Freshman goalkeeper Josh Borus
also got in, registering a nice save and
launching two eye-opening punts that
traveled well over midfield. Unfortunately, he was unable to come up with an
Easternpenalty kick (although he guessed
the correct side) and the shutout was lost.
The Bants record now stands at 3-22. They play next on Saturday at Tufts and
return home the following week for games
against American International College
on Oct. 17, and Connecticut College on
Saturday Oct. 19. These are two good
reasons to stay on campus over open period. <$)
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SPORTS
Men's Soccer Starting to
Kick In; 1-0-1 On Week
•

BYMARKGRUBA

Sports Writer
With a resounding 5-1 victory over
Eastern Connecticut last Tuesday and a
1-1 tie against perennial power Williams
College on Saturday, the Trinity Men's
Soccer team put together their best week
of soccer this season.
The Bants needed to have a successful week to compensate for some of
their early season setbacks. Saturday's
game against Williams provided the
Bants with a chance for instant respectability, but victory would not come easily. Williams was undefeated going into
the game, ranked #4 in New England,
and ranked among the top 25 teams in
the nation for Division III soccer. Also,
recent Bantam history against Williams
was less than impressive.
Trinity seniors were 0-3 against
the Ephmen, losing 5-0, 3-1, and 4-3 to
them over the past three years. Each year
the Bants had come tantilizingly closer to
victory only to be denied. Going into this
year's game the Bants believed they were
ready to change the trend. On Tuesday
the Bants had played their best game of
the year in dominating Eastern Connecticut. Confidence was high and the conditions were right for a Bantam upset.
The game was played before a capacity crowd at Trinity College. Saturday proved to be a beautiful day for
soccer and both teams captivated the
crowd with 120 minutes of great college
soccer. Within the first three minutes of
the game the stage was set for the course
of nearly the entire afternoon. The Bants,
criticized at times by Head Coach Eddie
Mighten for starting slowly, stunned
Williams by converting their first scoring opportunity of the game to take a 10 lead.

Ralph Fierro '92 got control of the
ball on the right wing and maneuvered
into Williams' defensive third of the field.
He then floated a ball into the eighteenyard box where Tri-Captain Matt Evans
'92 ran onto it and headed it over the
onrushing Williams goalkeeper. The
keeper recovered in time to reach back
and punch the ball out of the goalmouth,
but the ball went to an alert Matt Peterson
'93. Peterson promptly redirected the
ball back into the net with his head for the
goal, his third of the season.
The situation was almost too good
to be true. The goal had come so easily.
Bantam delusions of a blowout, however, were only short lived. Williams
was as good as their reputation suggested, and they quickly regrouped.
There would be no more easy anythings
for the Bants the rest of the afternoon.
After the emotion of the goal subsided,
the game settled into apattern that would
last for the rest of the game.
Williams outnumbered the Bants
five to four in the midfield and used this
numerical advantage to establish supremacy. Occasionally the Bants would
counter with a quick rush forward, but
for most of the first half the game was
played in Trinity's half of the field. The
defensive quartet of Tri-Captains John
Twichell'92 and David Wray'92, Dennis
Cormier '92, and Armin Afsar-Keshmiri
'94 responded well to the constant pressure, but it was Bantam goalkeeper Jeff
Ward '92 who quietly began to make his
presence felt.
The 1-0 lead was holding up,
but Williams was dictating the game.
Williams was creating golden scoring
opportunities, but Ward was there every
time. Towards the end of the half, an
Ephman placed a perfect shot into the
upper right hand corner of the Trinity

ERIC
Matt Peterson (I), Armin Afcar-Keduniri (m) and John
Twichell keep the ball away from goalie Jeff Ward, exhausted after playing fabulous game. Ward had twenty
saves and allowed only one Williams goal.
goal. The ball looked unsavable. Ward has ever seen.
On the second occasion a loose ball
sprung diagonally into the air and, fully
was
controlled
by a Williams player on
extended, snatched the ball out of the air
to the amazement of all present. The the edge of the goalie box. The player
save put a stamp on the half, and Trinity fired the ball low for the corner. Ward,
escaped with their lead intact. For Ward's who was off of his line, dove in front of
theatrics, however, it was only the begin- the shot and, unable to grasp it, blocked
it out of bounds with his body, The
ning.
Williams
players were frustrated time
The second half mirrored the first,
with Williams controlling the play and and again. One, so impressed by Ward's
the Bants repeatedly turning them away. play, took time during the game to ask a
Ward continued his excellent play. He Trinity player where Ward was from.
Althoughat times it surely seemed
nullified Williams' attack down the wings
like
it,
the game was not Williams vs.
because each time they tired to cross the
Ward.
BantarrimidfieldersJoeCassari.no
ball Ward would pluck it out of the air.
On two separate occasions Ward made '92, Pat Bruno '95, Evans, and Peterson
spectauclar saves to preserve die lead. were locked in a gamelong battl&with
On one, a shot was taken and deflected Williams for stability in the mfflield.
into the middle of the goal. Ward, out of Defenders Twichell, Wray, and^f|parposition, somehow leaped backwards Keshmiri turned backseveral a ttackswith
and tipped the dipping ball over the clearing headballs, while Dennis Cormier
please see page 20 - -i
crosshair. It is as fine a save as the writer
Shunning the short routes, Lane Bantams up by a 24-20 margin, the Banaired it out down the right sideline, look- tams were not out of the woods yet, as
. the officials called an unsportsmanlike
ing for a streaking Wallace, Wallace
conduct penalty for the Bantams and
battled Williams' Bodhi Amos for the
their fans for running out onto the field
ball, and in winning the battle, appeared
to celebrate. (Note: the referees did not
to win the game for Trinity.
flag Williams' team and fans when the
continued from page 24
came onto the field at the end of the
goal was bitter-sweet for the Ban- ' ^_.V
game.)
tarns because on the play prior to
Kicking form their twenty-yard
the kick, Giardi was unable to
line rather than the 35, freshman Greg
catch Lane's pass in the end zone
Broderick's kick popped up in the air,
because he was pushed from begiving the Ephmen an opportunity to
hind before the ball's arrival. But
return the ball to Trinity's 46-yard line.
a sudden attack of rigor mortis
One play later, Williams led 27-24 as
prevented the referee, who had a
Dwyer hit Burrell with another long
clear view of the play, from flagdistance scoring strike.
ging the violation.
:
Jeff Devanney '93 fielded the enIn the fourth quarter, the
suing kickoff, went up the right side
action got fast and furious. Trinand tossed the ball back to Shaun Kirby
ity took over the ball on their own
'95, who, after picking the ball up off the
17-yard line after a Williams punt.
ground, reversed his direction and ran
The Bantams pounded their way
all the way up to Trinity's 48-yard line.
to the Williams 35-yard line, keepWith 40 seconds left, Lane came
ing the ball on the ground for ten
out to work his magic once again. Lane
of elevenplays. From there, Lane,
quickly tossed two passes to Giardi of
who had one of the quickest 40sixteen and seventeen yards, bringing
yard dash times, 4.9, in the fall
Trinity to the Williams 20-yard line.
testings, ran an option play to the
This set up the pass to Craig and
right. Opting to keep the ball,
the winning toss to Mullaney.
Lane cut back up field and into
After the game, an extremely
the end zone for a 17-14 Trinity
happy Don Miller summed up his 131st
Jamea Lane's 35-yard r u n .
CYNTHIA KRON
lead with 7:06 left on the clock. Touchdown! Mike Ginrdi (17)
win.
"I just wanted it more than he did,
Williams took a 20-17 lead with who was 19 for 33 for 239 yards on the
"I think it's the best game I've
2:47 remaining when Dwyer rolled to his day, ran the Bantams' two-minute of- I guess," said Wallace. "He hit it first, ever seen or been associated with. James
•ight and dove into the end zone for a fense to perfection. After a touchback on and then I tipped it and grabbed it with had a super game. Those two drives at
:wo-yard touchdown run. Williams the kickoff, Lane moved the Bantams my right arm."
the end were spectacular; one of the
into scoring position in just five plays.
Wallace achieved all this while fall- most beautiful jobs of calling the right
nissed the point after.
On a first and ten situation, Lane dropped ing backwards into the end zone on a plays at the right time by any quarterThis is where the fun started.
dead run. While Wallace's catch put the back." ®
In Joe Montana-like fashion, Lane, back to throw, and throw he did.

Football Winning Streak
Now at Five; Hamilton Next
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Women On Even Keel
•

BY PETER M. FRIEDMAN
Associate Editor

I was playing squash last Thursday thinking about what great new squash
courts our teams, and school, have. On my way out of the building, I happened to
notice the new pool that they are building. It's going to be one of the finest pools
around when it s done. Now, if I want to play basketball I have to Unit D because
they are refinishine the main gym with high-quality hardwood flooring.
Last Friday, I was playing some intramural tennis. Because of classes and
work, my opponent and I could not play until 3:30. This meant that our match
would coincide with Women's Tennis practice. Rather than get kicked off the
courts in mid-match, we decided to just go ahead and play the whole match on one
of the three tennis courts down by Broad Street.
Imagine my chagrin when, during a very crucial point, the ball hit one of the
many unsightly, not to mention dangerous cracks running through the courts.
Soon, my opponent hit a ball that crossed the net close to the net cord. As a result,
we got into an argument as to whether the ball went over or through the net. That's
right. Through the net. This can happen because the nets are so tattered. Then, a
ball that washit down the line suddenly became about four inches out, not because
of wind or spin, but because the lines are painted crooked.
Now, I'm not jealous of the fine faculties our athletes have, because except
during practice time, anyone (anyone with an ID, that is) can use them. I just
question what is going through the minds of the college maintenance staff,
administration or whoever keeps things our athletic facilities in good condition,
when they allow these tennis courts to become so awful.
Is it because only students, and not the tennis team, use the courts that they
don't need to be in good shape? Or because neighborhood residents use them?
Whatever the reason, the courts are a disgrace. But I have a remedy that will
6olve a lot of problems. It will cost some money, but I don't have to worry about
the schools bills, just mine. Here's my suggestion: convert the tennis courts into
outdoor basketball courts. Three smooth, concrete outdoor basketball courts. For
people who just want to shoot around. Or enjoy playing in the sun rather than in
the gym on spring afternoons.
I know the school will have problems with this, especially since it will
encourage more neighborhood residents to, heaven forbid, play basketball. (Quick
question: why, when Trinity students can barely scrape together ten people to run
full-court on an average winter afternoon, should we Keep people from the
surrounding community out of our courts? This is a side-effect of the ID system in
the gym.)
So, I have thought ahead as to how the school can keep these courts accessible
only to Trinity personnel: make a motorized gate that opens only when activated
by a Trinity ID. I don't like that idea,butif that s what it takes to get some basketball
courts, then it has to be done.
*N^;;-And, because we, rjow have three fewer tennis courts, and we want to keep
^ftMucUort.buM.io^rflinimUmj the apparent altei^1iv.e/is^f)pt; l;o in^kemore
courts, it's to make the courts we now have useful longer. The ivay to accomplish
this is to put up some lights so that people who enjoy evening tennis can enjoy
evening tennis at Trinity.

It was a trying week for the
Women's soccer team, as they went a
tepid 1-1-1. The team beat Nichols, 4-0
on Monday, tied Smith 3-3 on Thursday
and then fell to the Williams College
Ephs 2-1 on Saturday afternoon. The
team now has a 3-3-1 mark on the season.
With the toughest part of the season behind them, the players must bear down
and pull out nearly all of their remaining
games if they are to get a berth in the
ECAC playoffs.
The week started off well, with a 40 whitewash of Nichols College on Monday. Freshman Lissa Smith put in a pair
of goals, and tri-captain Julie Edlund '93
also scored to give the Bants all the offense they would need. For Smith the
goals were her second and third of the
season. Coach Maureen Pine said "So far
Lissa has performed really well; she's
given us a real boost."
For Edlund the goal was her second of the year, and the first of three she
would score on the week. After a slow
start, no goals in the first three games,
Edlund has really picked up the pace.
In between the pipes, Allison Bolk
'93 picked up the shutout for the Bants,
her second of the year, and the eighth of
her career. The game against Nichols
was a make-up game that was played on
Monday due to inclement weather the
prior week.
On Thursday, Trinity took on
Smith, one of the top teams in the division. The Bants got off to a quick start,
jumping out to an early 1-0 lead. Julie
Edlund struck for the third time in as

many games, to give the home team the
early edge. Later, Maureen Strickland
'92, put in a goal to put the Bantams up by
a pair. For Strickland the goal was her
first of the season.
Smith cut the lead to 2-1 with a
score from Cassandra Krall. Krall would
beat the Bantam defense three times on
the afternoon. Trinity goalkeeper Lea
Wedge '95 couldn't do much about any
of the goals except watch as they went by
her. For Wedge, the game was her first at
the goalie spot, after playing the first five
games at midfield.
With the score 2-1, Maureen
Strickland struck again, putting the ball
in the Smith net. Strickland's second
goal of the game gave Trinity a seeminglyinsurmountable3-llead. ButSmith,
led by Krall wouldn't go away.
Soon after Strickland made the
score 3-1, Krall notched another goal to
cut the lead to one. Then in the 83rd
minute of the game Krall completed her
hat trick and notted the game at three all.
In the last two years Krall has ravaged
the Bants for five scores.
With only seven minutes left, the
Bantams seemed on the verge of a major
collapse, but they pulled together and
fought through the end of regulation
play. In the two fifteen minute overtimes
neither team could break through, and
Smith went back to Northampton with a
tie.
Coach Pine had mixed emotions
about the game, "If we had held on it
would have been a really big win, but we
didn't."
Still the Bants were able to play a
top notch Smith team to a tie, so the day
please turn to page 20
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NFL Scores
Dallas 20, Green Bay 17
Houston 42, Denver 14
Miami 20, Patriots 10
Detroit 24, Minnesota 20
Jets 17, Cleveland 14
Tampa Bay 14, Philadelphia 13
Seattle 13, Cincinnati 7
Giants 20, Phoenix 9
San Diego 21, LA Raiders 13
Pittsburgh 21, Indianapolis 3

This Weekend's Games
Cincinnati at Dallas, 1 p.m.
Cleveland at Washington, 1 p.m.
Indianapolis at Buffalo, 1 p.m.
San Francisco at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
New Orleans at Philadelphia,! p.m.
Phoenix atMinnesota, 1 p.m.
San Diego at LA Rams, 4 p.m.
Miami at Kansas City, 4 p.m.
Houston at Jets, 4j>.m.
La Raiders at Seattle, 7:30 p.m.

,r Free Delivery
Busch 1/2
Busch 1/4
Mil's Best 1/2
Mil's Best 1 /4
Bud1/2
Bud 1/4
Miller 1/2
Miller 1/4

$46.00
$25.00
$37.00
$21.00
$52.00
$30.00
$50.00
$30.00

td Liquor
Directions

Popov Vodka
$10.99+ Liter
Milwaukee's Best
Bar Bottles
$7.99+ Case

High
Spirits

Box Scores

Statistics

Weekend Sports Scores
Football: Trinity 30, Williams 27
1Q

2Q

3Q

4Q

Trinity
Williams
Scoring: T- Giardi 8 pass from Lane (O'Connor kick); FG O'Connor 27; Lane 35 run (XP); Wallace 39 pass from Lane (XP);
Mullaney 5 pass from Lane (No XP) W- Moynahan 6 pass
from Dwyer (Taptich kick); Burrell 52 pass from Dwyer (XP);
Dwyer 2 run (XP); Burrell 46 pass from Dwyer (XP failed)

Field Hockey: Trinity 5, Williams 0
1H

2H

F

1991 Field Hockey Statistics (5-1)
Through 10/5
Plaver
L. Davison
Rice
Jones
Farrar
Iacono
Fenwick
Gray

Yr
94
93
94
93
95
95
94

Goals

AS! lists

7
4
6
1
1
1
0

1
3
0
3
2
0
1

Goaltenders
Graves
Wayman

Yr

Ga
7
0

Williams
Trinity
Goals: T- L. Davison (3); Jones (2)
Saves: T- Graves6; W- Herman 12

93
95

Gaa
1.33
0.00

. Pts
8
7
6
4
3
1
1

Svs
26
2

W-L-T
5-1-0
0-0-0

1991 FootballStatistics (3-0)
Through 10/5

Women's Soccer: Williams 2, Trinity 1
1H

2H

Wallace
Mullaney
Craig
Lane

Williams
Trinity
Goals: T- Edlund W- Bentley
Saves: T- Bolk 12; W- Palmgren 5

Men's Soccer: Trinity 1, Williams 1
1H

2H

Receiving
Giardi
Craig
Mudry

OT

Williams
Trinity

Goals: T-Peterson; W-Locraft
Saves: T- Ward 20; W- Henning 2

Yds
229
88
92
92

Athlete Of The Week

Avg
11.5
9.8
11.5

Comp Yds
54
706

TD
1
0
1
TD
6

This Week In Bantam Sports

1991 Football Team
This week the Tripod salutes the entire fball for its
thrilling last-second victory over the Williams Ephmen. In
playing what many people have called he greatest singular
sporting event ever played/ and ending the winning steak
of Williams, the Tripod congratulates each and every team
member. The vicleaves the te a 3-0 record, sitting atop the
NESCAC as the lone remaining undefeated team.

Take your pick! With :01 left in the gameJames Lane
'92 threw a five-yard pass to John Mullaney '93 to give
1 Trinity its 30-27 victory over Williams. With 51 seconds left,
Mike Wallace '93 made a spectacular one-handed off balance catch against Williams cornerback Bodhi Amos to give
Trinity aits short-lived 24-20 lead. Honorable mention goes
to the Trinity students who drove up to Williamstown
Friday night to paint the giant T in the middle of the Wliams
football field.
•

Games From 10/8 through 10/14
Tuesday 10/8:

W. Soccer
vs Clark
-4:00
M. JV Soccervs Wesleyan-- •4:00
Wednesday 10/9:W. Tennis
vs Vassar
-3;30
—vs Quinnipiac---4:00
Thursday 10/10: W. Soccer--4:00
W. Field Hockey- — vs Smith
W. Volleyball
—vs Tufts &
Mt. Holyoke-'--3:00
—at Coast Guard' 3:00
MJVSoc
vs Hamilton- -1:30
Saturday 10/14: M. Football-11:00
„ a t Tufts
M. Soccer—
W. Soccer—
vs Man'ville— -2:00
W. Field Hockey w/JV-vs Conn— -2:00
-11:00
Cross-rCountry
at Conn
W. Tennis w/JV
at Wesleyan— -12:00
-9:00
W. Volleyball
at Vassar

Support Trinity Athletics, Go to Games
S^JJr^^^^^l^^^^^^^n

College View Specials
^l * '

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Division III New England
Rankings as of September 28
Williams
3-0
Plymouth State 3-0-1
UMass LoweE
3-0
Coast Guard
2-0
Trinity
2-0

Division III New England ;
Rankings as of October 5 (predicted)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Trinity
UMass Lowell
Williams
Plymouth State
Bridgewater St.

3-0
3-0
2-1
3-1-1
3-1

Come to the Vie"
Pitchers o£Bii&
me^faetiyeeri 6pjn. and8p'.m. , *,', '•; • ''>%$*?

^Joffday,Nightf,$3.50 pitchers ofMilwaukee's I
Best p$tk ^p'.m. to.cl^sjn^.-,'." . ! ; *"*„.•./-'•',
are only $3'.5O jTe^lm'^p'^'suhd'c^sipg^f ;.
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TRIPOD

THE WILL TO WIN IS WORTHLESS IF YOU DO NOT HAVE THE WILL TO PREPARE

00:01 Williams 27, Trinity 24
00:00 Trinity 30, Williams 27
Lane pass to Mullaney ends Williams streak at 23
D BY CHRISTOPHER BROWN
Sports Information Director

Let's set the scene. Trinity has the
ball on the Williams five-yard line with
the Ephmen clinging to a 27-24 lead and
only one second on the game clock. Actually, the Scoreboard clock read 00:00
because it had ruin out after freshman
running back JulianCraig had been tackled at the five with time expiring, but the
head referee ruled tha t one tick remained
on the clock when Trinity called time
out.
So, the Williams'reserves and fans
were chased off the field for a final play
with the game and the streak on the line.
Trinity declined to tie the game with a
field goal and went for the win.
"No field goals in mind. You don't
even have to ask that question. We came
here for a win," said senior quarterback
James Lane.
After suggesting a play to Head
Coach Don Miller that the Bantams ordinarily use for two-point conversions,
Lane came onto a field lined with Williams and Trinity fans eager to bust onto
the field after the outcome of this play.
Lane took the snap and rolled to
his right. He pulled up, pump faked, and
softly tossed a five-yard touchdown pass
to fullback John Mullaney '93, giving
Trinity the 30-27 win.
The play, explained Mullaney,
"was a simple flanker bend but, But the
r was on me so I ducked behind him"

and tucked away Lane's pass
away for the score.
Lane, who stood for what?
seemed to be an eternity waiting .££;
for Mullaney to break free, nev cr^ •
felt the pressure of the moment,
or the Williams pass rush.
Trinity opened the scoring
with thirteen seconds remaini ig
in the first quarter on an impressive fourteen-play drive thatpi ovided a glimpse of how Lane's'
right shoulder was destined to
lea d Trinity to victory on the ove r-\
cast afternoon.
He was six for six on the
52-yard drive that culminated
with an eight-yard touchdown
pass to junior split-end Mike1
Giardi.
Trinity took their nextpossession 71 yards down to the
Williams 22-yard line where a 39
yard field goal by Ted O'Connoi
'92 went wide right.
Williams countered with a
CYNTHIA KRON
scoring strike of their own to tie Trinity players and fans celebrate victory over Williams.
the game at seven when Eph's Scoreboard operator was too dumbstruck to change score
quarterback Dan Dwyer hit tight from 24 to 30.
The Ephmen jumped out to a 14-7 only five passes as the backfield trio of
end Matt Moynahan for a sixyard touchdown with 2:26 remaining in lead midway through the third period Craig, Mullaney and Mike Wallace '93
when Dwyer launched a 52-yard touch- galloped their way inside the Williams
the first half.
Even though the two teams went down strike to speedster Andre Burrell. 20-yard line.
into the half tied 7-7, the Bantams dodged
While Williams' offense struck
Trinity was forced to settle for a 27a bullet when a Lane interception set up quickly, Trinity's offense methodically yard field goal by O'Connor. The field
a 37-yard Williams field goal. It fell just paced its way down the field. On the
please turn to page 21
short.
Bantam's next possession, Lane threw

Field Hockey Smashes Ephs
Winning Streak Now at Five
past Herman from about six yards out,
giving Trinity a 2-0 lead at halftime.
Sports Editor
Head Coach Robin Sheppard was
Saturday afternoon all the players' so impressed with the way her team
parents were going to be at the game; it played the first half, her halftime speech
was Parent's Weekend and the game went something like this: "Don't change
was against Williams. But Wednesday, a thing. Pretend the game is still 0-0 and
the team had a game to play against a go out there and win the second half."
tough Amherst squad. As is often the
They didn't change a thing. Al. case, it is possible that a team will look most. This half it was Davison who was
past its game day opponent, keying on first to strike for the Bantams, when,
the following game. But, when a team is almost nine minutes into the half, she
well coached, focused and determined gained control of the ball in front of the
to be their best, they do not look past net and shot it in goal, putting the Bananything or anyone.
tams ahead 3-0. She added another goal
Trinity is all of the above and, as a barely two minutes later, giving the Banresult, defeated the Lord Jeffs by a 2-1 tams an insurmountable 4-0 lead.
count in overtime. But the big news last
One scary moment came midway
week was the virtual demolition of Wil- through the second period when Williams by the Bantams. Williams missed liams co-captain Heidi Sandreuter was
a great scoring opportunity 50 seconds struck in the neck by a deflected ball.
into the game and Trinity was hardly Sandreuter lay on the ground for a few
threatened thereafter. Riding the crest of minutes, but was able to walk unassisted
phenomenal games by sophomores to the sidelines.
LindseyDavison and Braxton Jones, the
Williams, down 4-0, would not be
team cruised to a 5-0 thrashing,
able to mount a comeback in this game,
Jones opened the scoring first for because the defensive combination of
the Bantams when, barely eight minutes senior co-captains Margot Ring and
into the game, she Wound up an fired the Christina Davison, and sophomore
ball past the helpless Williams Marcia Gray all played fantastic games
goaltender, Cheryl Herman.
in front of goaltender Ashley Graves '93.
Davisori, who early in the game Gray, in particular, had a spectacular
missed a golden scoring opportunity game, stopping numerous Williams shots
whenHermanmadeafantastickicksave, before they even had a chance to get to
would not be stopped again. With 8:05
please turn to page 20
remaining in the half, Davison shot one

Q

Lexi Rice clears ball out of Trinity zone
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